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Paburab Etwiting
VOL. XXI. NO.96

SENIOR HONORS
ANNOUNCED TODAY

PADUCAH. KY.. MONDAY EVENING. APRIL 22 1907.
WBATHER FORECAST.

BOLD BURGLARY
SUNDAY EVENING

Miss Annabel Acker is Named
as Valedictorian

Residence of Capt. James Kugel. Ransacked

Second Honor
Fulls To Mr. Bell
Nichols Who Resigned as
Spade Orator.

Diamond and Necklace Are Booty
of Thief, Who Overlooks Otle
er Valuables.

THE CLASSES ELECT SPEAKERS

POLICE

10 CENTS PER WEEK

A BRANDED PROCESSION.

1FOUR PEOPLE ARE
SERIOUSLY HURT
Frightened Horse Throws
Them Into Road

•

WORKING

ON

One W tttttan and One Child Knocked
Unconscious By Concussion
of Bruin,

CLEWS
ACCIDENT

Valedictorian— Miss Annabel
Acker.
Salutatorian—Mr. Bell Nkie
Ws.
Spade Oration-- Mr. Brent
Janie, senior.
To Receive Spade—Mr. Edwin
Randle, junior.

Drank Poison, Took Blind Baggage,
And Died On Reaching City of Fulton
Little Children Are
Burned to Death in Home

BROOKPORT FIRE
BURNS COTTAGES

BOILER MAKERS
NO PROHIBITION
WISH INCREASE
FOR OWENSBORO

PURSE HENRY OUT
FOR GOV. HUGHES

HOSTILITIES MAY
SOON BE RESUMED

a

BIG WAR CLOUD
IS OVER EUROPE

a

BENTON

ROAD

Shower's tonight and
probably
Rapidity of action, skill and foreTuesday. Highest temperature yeeter- sight characterized the burglary
INJURED.
of
day, 00; loewst today, 40.
Captain James Koger's residence SunMrs. Ruth McClure—Concussion,
day afternoon between 4 and 5
Serious.
o'clock, when a diamond stud, worth
Houser Infant—Head cut, se:
CHILI IN PANIC.
$100, the property of Dr. Vernon
Hetes
Valparalso„4,prIl 22.—A panic
Blythe, and a gold necklace, properMrs. Lillian Houser—Bruised.
iii southern Chili was CaltRed
ty of Mrs. Koger, were stolen.
Little McClure Boy—Bruised.
A
by the eruption of the volcano
watch, and other jewelry were missFoot- were injured, two badly, in
Honors for the. senior class were
increasing. Residents in many
ed in the hurried work of the bura runaway on the Benton road five
announced
portious of the country are fleeby
Principal George
glar.
miles_ from Paducah near the farm
Payne of the High school today, Miss
ing for their lives. Several
Entrance was effected through the
of Mrs. Polk Brooks Sunday afterAnnabel Acker
earthquake shocks felt as far
daughter of Mrs.
cellar door opening, into the back
noon. Two mothers with small chit
Hannah Acker, being chosen valedicnorthwest as Santiago have addyard. It was unlocked, sti. panel in
dren were driving when the horse
toilet', and Mr. Be" Nichols, salutaed to the terrors of the people.
th• door, leading down into the celfrightened and became unmanageatorian. The names were read
at
Forest fires started by hot ashes
lar from the first floor of the house,
ble, throwing the quartette out. It
chapel this morning and were
reand cinders are still burning.
was cut out with a knife and the
was necessary to carry the entire
ceived with acclaim. The intense ridoor was unlocked, admitting the
Thousands of acres are burned
party home In vehicles, and three
valry between
these two students
over, cattle destroyed, many
burglar to the house.
are confined to their beds this mornhad awakened great interest in the
Every room in the large house
in.
farm houses destroyed.
selection, and
they were so close
was ransacked the drawers of 'chifMrte Lillian Houser and her 16that each had adherents among the
foniers, bureaus and closet doors bemonths'
-old son. and Mrs. Ruth McSITUATIO
N DEWERATEr
student body.
T. . Sees,
ing left open as they were searched.
/ ANT.
Clure, and her flve-year-old son, reFertile,
B.
C.,
April
22.—A
Mr. Nichols had been elected to
The hurried work of the burglar
siding on the Benton
road, were
confereuce will be held Tuesday
receive the spade from the hands of
--Sullivant In New York American.
is illustrated by his opening every
driving home about 4 o'clock yes•
to
effect
if
possible
settlement
a
the class of '06 last year, but In
drawer in a chiffonier In one room,
terday afternoon. The horse, ordinaof the
miners' strike. Teleconsequence of his new honors, he
except one which was locked.
rily a gentle one, began to rear and
In
grams from ew east, urging
resigned and Mr. Brent Janes was
this drawer which he did not take
plunge at paper or some other obstaPresident Sherman's arrest only
elected to hold the spade and deliver
time to open, were more valuable
cle in the road. The women, reducnerved to infuriate the nii,icrs.
it to the junior class on class night,
jewelry than he succeeded in finding.
ed to a state of helplessness by
If the men fail to return to work
June 5,
A watch under some handkerchiefs
fright, sat in the buggy unable to
it will force an abandonment of
The junior class, met at noon and
in a drawer which
control the _animal. Suddenly
was hurriedly
he
railway traffic, although the
elected Edwin Randle to receive and
searched, was missed by the burglar.
sprang to one skle and cramping the
hold the spade for the class.
Canadian Pacific is confiscating
No attempt was made to take anyfront wheel under the buggy bed
all the coal in sight.
thing other than which could be car- James Gilbert, Murray Youth 1Four
caused the occupants to be precipiMR. FRANK DIUGUID.
ried concealed on the persist), as the
tated to the ground. The horse
WritesiLetter to His Brother
egress front the house had to be acDIAMOND THEFT.
plunged madly down the road.
Well Known atisen of Murray Dies
and Then Kills Himselt on
complished in the full view of the
Suit Lake, April
Several who saw the accident ran
M.—Diaof Beast Trouble.
rear windows of houses on the oppomonds valued at from $12.000
to the rescue. Mrs. McClure was unAccount
Health
Ill
Fulton, Ky., April 22.—(Speciale smoke. Two little ones were on the
site .square, and of the houses on
conscious front concussion. Her head
to 111113,0e0 were stolen early toFrank. Viuguid,, a Well known citi—Trapped in their own home in bed. No one kuovrs how the fire start- had been badly injured
either Side.
day by burglars who blew the
and the In.
zen of Munwy, died very sudden y
The burglary evidently was carewhich they were sleeping, four little ed between 8 and 9 o'clock. The fent of Mrs. Homier lay near her with
safe e f John Drones & Son, jewmother
at his home in that place Saturday
and children were asleep,and an ugly wound
fully planned and timed. At 4 o'clock WELL KNOWN MURRAY FAMILY. children of John Haddad, a Sy-rian,
in the head. The haelers,
there was a little fire in the stove in
from heart trotrble. The funeral took
Sunday afternoon, all the members
by too was unconscious. Mrs. Houser
were burned to death last night. The one
room
of
their
place in Murray yesterday afternoon.
four room cottage. was bruised but managed
of the family, who were at home, left
to arise
mother and two older children escap- The father
roocros SHOT.
was down street. Smoke and run to
Mr. Diuguld was known in Paducah
for drives in the carriages, which
her infant. The McClure
Fulton,
Ky.,
(Special.
April
ed,
)—
22.
through
the aid of neighbors. awakened the mother,
Tambov, April 22.—Father
who was half- boy was bruised and not badly
where he has relatives and- friends.
had been standing at the front door
inAfter writing a letter to his brother The little ones burned, ranged in overcome.
Simpson, rector of the EcclesiasShe awakened the two old- jured. His
Has was a than of the late W. H. Diufor several minutes._ At 5 o'clock
fright caused him to reNoah
ages
addressing
from
Gilbert,
to
6
it
and
to 1 years. Two of them est, children nearest her,
tical Seminary here, was shot
and
they main motionless.
they returned to find the house from
guid, a prominent citizen of Calloway
hi s home at Murray, James Gilbert. were boys and two girls. Their char- groped for the door, failing
and a-rioualy wounded today.
to find it.
top to bottom, in confusion. None
county, and was a brother of G. C.
Dr. J W. Pendley was summoned
remains
red
were
found
in the ashes Neighbors, attracted by the
19 years old, son of William Gilbert
The
imary. recently
was
flames,
of the neighbors had seen any perDiuguid, the attorney of Paducah.
from the city and conveyed the inthe well known tobacco dealer of this morning. The eldest of the four. rushed to the rescue, and dragged
closed as the result of political
son around the house.
the
He leaves a wife and two children.
Murray, swallowed a half ounce of a boy, had struggled to the wall in unconscious forme of mother and jured to their homes where he dressdisorder. It is thought the
It is believed that the burglary
Mrs. Diuguid is a niece of K. C. Rose
ed the wounds. All but the five-yearsearch of the door, and was lying children
would-be areutasin is an ex-stuout. It was too late to reswas accomplished by two peraons,one Bromidia at Memphis yesterday afof 329 Sonte Third street, Paducah.
old
son are confined today.
Me:Idled
against
it.
Another
girl
was cue the little ones, the house being
dent,
v.'ho did the work, and the other who ternoon. Then, in the delirium proon the floor beside the bed, where a mass
duced
climbed
drug,
the
by
he
a
on
seething
of
flames,
when the
kept a lookout. From the fact that
she had been overcome with the door was burst open.
COLONEL BOB NOBLE RAISES
it took place in the short interval be- blind baggage of the Fulton train.
DEADLY CIGARETTE,.
ALFALFA ON HIS FARM
supposed
drunk,
was
be
He
to
and
tween the time they left and returnChipman!, Mexico, Aprii 22.—
ed, and from the way the house was the crew, discovering him, put him
An explosion, attributed to a
Colonfii Bob Noble is raising, alfalwinsearched. It seems that somebody fa- in a coach, where he broke
lighted cigarette, destroyed La
fa on his farm four miles from Pamiliar with the affairs of the family dows and behaved so wildly be was
Sultana fire works factory todny
ducah on the Cairo road. He sowed
and house arrangement, committed Put off at Fulton, dying here at 1:15
causing property lose of $200.the seed last August and the ten
o'clock
afternoon.
yesterday
burglary.
HIS
the
They
have
experienced
000, tind fatally injuring two
acres were under water for four or
the same difficulty as ether families brother, Noah Gilbert, who had been
Brookport, 111., April 22. (Special)
employes.
five weeks at a stretch. The first
in
keeping
a
servant
suicide
the
informed
letter,
of
by
--Fire, originating, It is
the
for
any
length
believed.
shoots appeared in February, and the
of time in the last fe wmonthe hav- which directed him to go to Memfrom a defective flue, In the residence
EI,FASTfitItCUTED.
hay has grewn 24 inches since. The
ing had a dozen or more. The case is phis for the body, of the writer, came Six cents More on the Hour Capital
of Thomai Johnson, in Johbson's ad
of Daviess Votes Down planting of alfalfa was an expert-,
Rochester, N. Y., April
In
the
hands
of
detectives who are to Fulton and took the
body to
dition across the creek from BrookJohn Verger, the oldest engineer
For Eight Hour Day is- De- Proposition While County Inept, which Colonel Noble believes
working or several
well-defined Murray last night.
Yeung Gilbert
port, destroyed
Johnson's cottage
on the Mee road, was electroclews.
mand of Paducah Illinois 604's Other VII ay---Several will prove successful.
had been in ill health a long time,
and the cottages of Geonge Metcalf
cuted today at Erie Station,
And had been more or less despondand Mr. Askew. adjoining. The load
when his head ramie in contact
Central Shops
LITTLE GIRL BREAKS ARM.
Towns Do Likewise
ent, since the death of his mother at
on all the buildings and contents is
with a high-current cable that
BY FALLING FROM PORCH.
Denver,
Col., last fall. He watt in
Probably $5:0•050. The Johnson famis to supply electricity for the
ifterrngton. Tenn., and, his father
ily was away from home when the
Rochester division of the fele,
Mary, the two-year-old
daughter
was sending him to Denver for his CONFERRING WITH orticums. RLECTION
PASSED
Ire broke out about 8 o'clock The
QUIETLY.
Wilt',) its 'plant is complete.
if Mrs. Bettie Hagerdrine residing
health. It was evident he intended
other families saved little. It was
The wire carried 11,000 volts.
two miles from Paducah. on the Bland
dying In Memphis. when he wrote
Impossible for the fire department to
Verger was id the employ of the
rifle
road, while playing Sunday
the letter. The Gilbert family is one
do anything.
Illinois
Central boiler makers, one
Owensboro, Ky., April 22.—After
road tia years.
New York. April 22.— Colonel of the best known
morning about 10 oaslock, fell from
in Calloway coun- of the strongest and TUNA important
Henry Wattenton, editor of the
a combat unequalled for intensity in the porch and fractured her lefferm
ty, where the, yauth had
many unions on the system, will ask Per
BIG EXCURSION. 4
DEMAND ILIINSOM.
Louisville Courier-Journal, and recfriends.
an increase this year of six cents the the Bluegrass commonwealth, the between the elbow and wrist. She
Knoxville, Tenn., April 22.—
[-telexed as a political sage of the
by her
Nearly Five Hundred People Come
hour. At preeent they are receiving citizens of uwensooro voted for the wes brought to Padtestb
Seviersvflle, a hornier center of
country south
of the Mason and
mother and the fracture was reretention
From St. Louis.
cents
saloons
34
46
of
an
hour.
in
county
the
They
will
ask
for
whitecap operations, Is meted
Dixon line, reached New York today
rimed by Dr. J. W, Pendley.
40 cents. '
over an unsigned letter received
seat of Daviess. The wets In Owenson the steamship Amerika. Mr. WatThere were four hundred and thirMr.
Barrett,
E.
J.
who
by
was elected boro received
Dr. Walker. The
letter
prophesies that
terson
a majority of 442
Governor
ty-five visiters in Paducah yesterday
FRAUD 114 ALLIFX:ED IN
at a recent meeting of the local votes. There was
threasens if Walker does not
Hughes of New York. will be the
a total of .4146
brought from St. Louis and way staBENTON N1ERCANTILIK CO.
branch
delegate
as
put up $211,0414) Ike will be taken
from
Paducah votes cast in the election, it being
next president of the_United States.
tions In Illinois. An excursion
was
shops, will leave on April 21 to be one of the largest votes ever
to the mountains of Iii;ntucky
polled
run tato Paducah over the Illinois
Attorney Cecil Reed has been apand held ,for reurione
present at a general conference of In Owensboro.
Eng)ish Flare .10ound.
Central via Brookport, arriving at 9
pointed receiver for the Benton Merunion
boiler
makers
and
Menotti
The
Censhows
result
a majority for
London, April 22.--A report from
Washhigton, D. C
April
22.—
o'clock. There were 435 paid fares
cantile company. This action is the
DEGEN ERA T F.: DIES.
the "drys" of 1,803 in the county
Tokio says the steanier English Hare Fears ore expressed of a renewal of tral officials.
and it was necessary for the switch
result of us suit filed by C. C. ROPIA
New York. April 22.—Rene.
The
makers
boiler
two
precincts
years
outside
ago
of
Owensbor
o with
is aelisge off the Japanese coast She hostilities in Central America. Adealline to make two trips to the
and other stockhdlders. The liabilidiet Gimbel!, the millIoneire merwent aground in attempting to avoid vice.; were reeeived today to the ef- caused a bitch in operations through only tbree precincts in the county
transfer boat to bring them all into
chant who cut hia throat and
Oakford. Stanley and Lowerton ties amount to 15.500 and the as
a collision with another veered.
fect that the conference between a delay in the road signing up a new wet:
the city. Most of the visitors left the
sets to 82.500 and the allegations arts
wrist, with jagged teems of a
scale for an increase.
Boiler makers No. 1. The majority for the "wets" in
Nicaraguan and Salvadorean ministrain at Sixth and Campbell streets,
that A. E. Stow, president of the
water pitcher in a Hoboken hoabsolutely necessary. They are the city precincts, in the vote on the
are
but two ear loads were discharged at
ters at Aimee* is deadlocked.
, The
firm, practiced fraud in organising
tel Friday, after being arrested
required more frequently theat ma- county' as a unit, is about 300, leavthe Unite station. The excursien left
trotrble !teems to he a failure to
the company.
On the charge of assaulting a
chinists In the rotund houses where ing a majority of about 1,50,0 In the
at 5:30 Sunday afternoon.
regarding
agree
details,
on
mainthe
10-year-old boy, died this morncity
and country- for the "drys."
defects to Suva prevent an engine
tenance of order on the boundary
ing la the hospital here.
The wet majority In the city consid- LORD BARRINGTON MUST
from going out unless repaired.
A WOULD-RE ASSANNIN
PA1- PENALTY OF CRIME.
ering L
clty as a unit, Is 430.
SHOOTS AT POLICEMEN
PADUCAH BOYS WIN.
WANT A 11011.
GRAIN MARKET.
Madrid, April 22.—
The
Dirk Braille floes South.
Witshington, D. C.. April 22 -An unknown man shot at RoundsCinciniinti
, April 'M.—Wheat,
stork in hovering over the SpanScalp
With
Come
of
aletroposill
Home
Brehic's terms were today "Lord
Dick.
Berlin,
April
Barrington," sentenced
22
The
cloud
war
to
lean Emil Clourfeux and Patrolmen
70 ti ; rorn, 31; oats, 413a.
lab royal palace. Professor Guffha Banging to Belt.
accepted by telegram and a ticket death at St. Louie. must die. The
Is showing Itself over Europe as the
44111 and Alexender eunday morning
teres, chief medical attendant Oa
In a fait game of baseball Brew was sent from flittrietoon, S C.. In supreme court of the United States
result of the brillient coup et Emat
O'clock near the Cohankus ManQueen Victoria. expects the arriTF,H1101RISTS ATTACK.
peror William
in establishing the dal. the Paducah Mich school team
the South Atlantic league. Re is In brides
'
, diemlased his writ of error
ufacturing company, Eighth and Burval of the heir to the seemed,
' German Orient hank In Berlin. its defeated the 'Metropolis High school
go..._Armad Gerrin. Ill. and will leave at otIVP whereby he sought to hove 11w sen1/11"nrsow,
nett streets. The shots were tired
throne before the week Is over.
the financial backer of the new con- by the score of IC to 8. The batterTerrerists, 'tidily made an atfor Oharkerton. Brahle is a Pad nee h tence of death reviewed
Barringfrom lbehind and fortunately went
All Spain Is rationally awaiting
stitutional movement In Penile Eng. ies were: Pedunah--Flatier and Galtack on aoldiers and pollee oatboy and was the premier pitrher in ton was convicted of the murder a
wild. The policemen gave chase but
word ft-tom the palace to 'know
land has planned to make herself the lagher; .Metropolis
louts and
eine, killing one officer and two
the, Poolocith Kitty league team last a Kenteeky horseman named Mcwire OutetriPped.
whether it is a boy.
financial prop of the shah.
Brown.
soldiers. All Terrorists escaped.
seasion.
Kean.

•-t^sp.tp,

1
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•
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MONDAY, APRIL =.

Women Avoid
Operations

LONG ILLNESS

AN OPFER
To the Weak and Weary Women of
Paducah.

UNDER TREE

s

•
RESULTS 1% DEATH OF miss
"There are hundreds of women in BOY IS 'CAUGHT AND PINIO
NED
fel
:
atle
Vh.5
r.4thwoman suffering from
BERM PATTERSON.
this vicinity wile are dragging themC.,
TO THE GROUND.
le is told that an opere .
selves through life in,pain and misation is necessary, it, of course,
frightens her.
.
ery, without vitality, strength or
'
The very tbonght of the hospital,
health,
"
said
our
local
druggist, Mr.
Popular Young Woman of Maplethe operating table and the knife
elt
W. B. McPherson. "They get no hap- Mrs.'Mary Mallory liks. at Mayfieldstrikes terror to her heart.
000d Terrace Succurnti Ti,
New Lumber Company Incorpo,
• ,
It is quite true that these troubpiness not of lite and are just in a
Tuberculosis.
les may reach•stage where an operated in finites County.
condition to be attacked by almost'
,
ration is the only resource, but a
any disease. They need a vitalitygreat many women have been cured
making and strength-creating tonic.
by Lytle E. Pinkhaues Vegetable
Compound after an operation has
Miss Bertie Patterson,25 years old,
"Now at our expense, we want to
*
May- field, April 22.-The six-yearISS.ROSE.,MOORE
been decided upon as the only cure.
of Maplewood Terrace, beyond Row- ask every such woman to try our
_,
cod old son of B. A. Wray, a well known
`•
The strongest and most grateful
,
a
..
:midtow
n,
died
Sunday morning liver preparation, Vince, which con- and respect
statements possible to make come from women who by taking
ed farmer of the Mt.
1
•..
shortly before 1 o'clock of tubercu- tains, beside tonic iron, the mediciPleasant church neighborhood, met
losis after a lingering illness. She nal elements of cod lever oil, but
•1/4
••;e
no death on Thursday of last week. Th,
made from native roots and herbs, have escaped serious operations, as
•
was well known and popular and
oil
or
grease.
It
Is
deliciou
s
to
take,
had
father, Mr. Wray, was felling a larg•
evidenced by Miss Rose bloore's ease, of 307 W. 26th St., N.Y. She writes:been
confine
4
.
d
to
creates
her
a healthy appetite, makes tree for the purpose
bed only ten
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:-"Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has
of getting sa,A
days-. She died at the resilience of
cured me of the very worst form of female trouble and I wish to express
I
blood, and gives log cuts. The boy and his sister
her pure, rich, red
were
I
to you my deepest gratitude.--I suffered intensely for two years so that
aunt, Mrs. T. J. Speide:. She leaves strength and vigor to every organ
•
• ,
of standing nearby,in what was thought
I was unable, to attend to my duties and was a burden to my famely. I
•.,
the followlfig brothers and sister*: the bode better than any medicin
... .
e an opposite direction from that the
doctored and doctored with only temporary relief and constantly objecting
Miss Nellie Patterson, Eddyvil
to an operation which I was advised to undergo. I decided to try Lydia
le; we have ever sold in our store, and tree would fall. Seeing the tree inE. Pinkbarne Vegetable Cempound; it cured me of the terrible trouble
Miss Winnie Patterson, of Crittenden when a woman is in this conditi
on it clining to the path in line with the
and I am now in betser health than I have been for many years."
county; Mies Cora
Patterson, of makes life worth
children the father frantically cried
This and other such cases should encourage every woman to try LyRidgeley, Tenn. Mr. Homer Patter"When we say 'at our expense' we out to_ehei
dia E. Pin k ham's Vegetable Compound before she submits to an operation.
n tp get out of the was.
•
son, of Eddy- ville, and Clark Patter- mean that if the medicine
eou buy The little girl managed to get out
•
son,
Padacal
e
from
The
us
and pay for does not benefit of the way but
funeral was held
Women suffering from tiny form of female weakness are invited to
before the boy had
promptly communicate with Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn. Mass. From the
at 4 o'clock Sunday afternoon. The you, we will relund every' cent of it
took but a few steps the massive bulk
symptoms given, the trouble may be located and the quickest and surest
btenrial was in Oak Grove cemetery, cheerfully, and thus you try it at our
of the falling tree struck him and
way of recovery advised.
•
t
expense." W. B. McPherson, Drug- buried his body
Mill
in the ground ungist.
derneath.
Note-While we are sole agents
Resolution Local Plumbers Union
for Vince in Paducah, it is now for
Mrs. Mary Mallory, aged 58 years,
No, 1144.
sale at the leading drug store in near- died
at her home in west May field.
Whereas Gad has seen fit to call
ly every town and city in the country. Friday. She
was born in Tennessee,
from our midst our beloved brother
Look for the Vinol agency in your near old McMinnv
ille, and was mar1-farry Ashbrook.
town.
ried about 35 years ago to William
River
Report.
Resolved, That in the death of
Mallory.
97.8 0.7 fall
Bro. Ashbrook we have lost a dear Cairo .
will 'arrive Thursday or Friday to
Chattan
ooga
..
7.6 0.7 ris
friend, always
a
willing
worker
take out the Central Labor Union exArticles of incorporation for tie
For the Man who Cares.
......21.4
with his local, one of our oldest mem- Cincinnati
Std cursion, and the J. S.
will take out Mayfield Lumber company were filEvansvi
lle
...
15.7 0.5 fall another
bers, he being a charter member of
excursion Sunday for the ed Saturday, composed of the followFlorence
4.5
St'd same union.
this local.
ing stockholders: 0. S. Wagner, W
Johnsonville ..
7.3
0.4 fall
Resolved. That we, the officers and
The
Joe
A.
Wheele
Usher, S. R. Douthit and A. L.
arrived
r
Louisville
Sunday
Florsbeim 1907 Oxford
.... . 8.1 0.1 rise
members of local No. 184. extend to
morning from Chattanooga with a Brand. The' capital stock is $30,000,
Mt. Carmel
Models are now ready5.0
0.4 fall
the breaved family of our deceased
heavy trip of medicine and other divided into 300 shares at $100
Nashville
11.1
Stel
distinctive style and solid
brother our most heartfelt sympathy
freight and today is at Joppa un- each. The four stockholders own an
Pittsburg
.
5.0
0.3
fall
comfort are pronounced
in the great loss they have sustained.
loading. The Wheeler will leave equa' amount of stock of 75 shares
St. Louis
20.3 0.9 rise
Resolved, That a copy of these resfeatures._ It isia shoe "for
Tuesday at noon for Chattanooga.
each.
Mt. Vernon -Missing.
olutions be sent to the family of our
the Man who Cares.'
The
Buttorf
Paducah
f
will
arrive
Wednes
.16.6 0.5 fall
departed brother, that the same be
Attorney Pete Seay was able to
/lay from Nashville and will leave the
With the large
spread upon the minutes of this loride down to his office Saturday afseine
day
for
Clarksvi
lle,
variety of Florhaving
reRiver traffic was unusually heavy
cal union and a copy sent to headternoon after being laid up at his
for Sunday, the arrivals and depart. versed the order of trips to these two
sheim lasts,
quarters for publication in the Jourhome for the past week with a fracpoints.
All
provide
d
the
roaster
are
s
fires running above a dozen counting
we insure
nal. also the Labor Journal and the
tured rib caused by being injured on
willing to have the boat leave.
the towboats. Business is not
as
a "fit
local papers.
The City of Saltillo arrived yester- a train.
heavy now as it was a few weeks
N
firJ. E. RUBY,
day
and left after a few hours' stop,
back, but may be attributed to
the
ED MARl'ENA.
every
041181$610024161116111181111$011111191116ieeoPfbill
fact that in the first flush of spring, for the Tennessee river.
H. THOMPSON,
foot.V
The Russell Lord arrived from the
the traveling men so loaded up
the
WEEK'S EVENTS.
-Committee.
merchants that they are now work- Tenneeiee river Sunday end has gone
11121111): la` 1111‘ ler Lii*,lir'
, III ,..'N,o \
!
to St. Louis with a tow of ties for the
ing off the stocks. The river fell
1.2
eissemessONSANDOSISOONOINISIRON
'A
--Your personal prosperity prub- in the last 48 hours, bringing the Ayer-Lord Tie company.
4
Ctagr7:;1 1 I, '
•'
The Charles Turner has gone to
lem is bound up, more .or less, with stage down to 16.6. On April 22 last
The forecast for prominent events
`4100•Aid
the Cumberland river after ties.
for the week follows:
year, the stage was 27.4.4
the matter of want advertising:
The Vincennes 1:.; in from the TenThe Jamestown exposition, comAs if corroborating the river saymemorating the 300th anniversary of
Common. sense is the. ability te ing that accidents never come singly, nessee river with ties.
keep in line with the opinion of the the Clyde arrived yesterday from the
The Henrietta returned yesterday the first English settlement in
Only a Poker,
a long circular piece of iron on a
America, will open at Norfolk, Va., on
Tennessee river with a brokeu cylin- from Joppa from unloading a tow.
general public.
An American tourist on a vlsit to lorry drawn by
twelve horses came
der. Only a day or so ago the Joe
Friday,
with
Preside
nt Roosevelt as Glasgow, on
The John Hopkins arrived from
emerging from the rail- up the street. The
American, in surthe guest of honor. The exposition
Fowler broke a shaft. The Clyde "ran Evansville early Sunday mornin
way station, was accosted by a lad prise, asked
g and
what that was for. The
through herself" near Waterloo and left at .7 o'clock for the same point. will continue until November 30.
with a familiar shout of "Carry your boy, rememb
ering what the Yankee
immediately unloaded, returning to
A commission appointed under the bag,
The Georgia Lee was in early Satsir?" The gentlemen handed the had said about
the cigars, and with
immigra
this city light.
tion
act
to
urday
investig
It is thought this
from Cincinnati going down
ate im- boy the bag and
requested to be a resolve to be even with him,
morning that the break is not bad for Memphis.
niigration will hold Its first meeting
reBOTH PHONES id&
shown througe. Glasgow. Crossing plied:
and that It can be patched and
in Washington. It is likely that bethe
George
square,
they
came
COMMENCING
opposite
"Oh, a new hotel has just been
boat keep running until a new cylinfore the commission completes its
Sir Walter Scott's monument, and built in the
Trongate, and that is the
A Dame of Draw.
der is made. If _not, the Savann
work
it
will
have
visited
many
of the boy said proudly:
ah
kitchen poker."
will be brought from St. Louis to
the countries of Europe for the
"That is one of the largest monurun in the Clyde's trade.
study of the immigration of aliens.
ments in Scotland."
First Reporter-"I see by the last
The
A
findings
broken
will be submitted to
shaft requiring 30. days
Lettuce
10 cents a head
. "Oh," said the Yankee, with an air edition that our old schoolm
AND
to
be
congres
replace
ate,
s.
d,
the
Chester
,
from
St.
Sweet Potatoes
80 cents bushel
of indifference, "we have three-penny Jones, has committed
Louis, will arrive today or tomorrow
1t11 1NCE OF THE WEEK.
suicide." SecThe interstate commerce commisIrish Potatoes
8,0 cents bushel
cigars as big as that in America."
ond Reporter--"Hurry down and You
to run in the Joe Fowler's trade unsion will give hearings at Columbus,
String Beans
15 cents box
They got a tramcar going east,and may be in time to prevent
til the break is mended at Evanshis doing
Ohio; Memphis, Tenn., and LouisCucumbers
10 cents each
just as they alighted at the terminus it."-Smart Set.
s
ville. The Chester is a long boat,
ville,
Ky.,
this
week
on
alleged dis
New potatoes
15 cents a box
W1114
though not so wide and as high as
crimination against certain coal operYoung onions ....15 cents a dozen
e
the
Memphis or Clyde.
MATINEES WEDNESDAY AND
ators along the lines of the defendGreens
10 cents a bunch
Two screw propeller tugs will be
ant
compani
es.
Egg Pant
SATURDAY.
W. F. Paxton,
15 cents each
R. Rudy,
P. Pury ear
on the ways today for repairs. The
The economic committee which
Beets
President.
2 bunches 15 cents High-class
Cashier.'
Assistant Cashier.
Royalty plays.
A. J. Beardsley, of the West Kenacts in an advisory capacity to the
Radishes
5 cents
bunch
tucky Coal company's fleet, at Mem6-Big Vaudeville Acts-6
German
govern
Strawberries
ment in tariff mat
10 cents quart
Special scenery for every play phis. -arrived Saturday and is now on
ters has been called to meet on Apri
Grape fruit
3 for 25 cents
the ways. The Archibald, an Minot.;
22 to discuss the German-American
Bananas
15 cents dozer
OPENING BILL.
Central tug at Brookport, will arrive
tariff relations. The temporary arOranges
25 cents a dozen
Iac•rporet•11
today to go on the ways.
The
rangement recently negotiated at
Apples
eft cents a peck
Beardqley looks like a bull dog from
--Chicago Daily Journal.
Washington by Secretary hoot and
Chickens
35 to 75 cents
Capital
her short length and deep draft.
•• •
gr.$100,000
Baron Speck
Von Sternburg.
Turkeys17 1-2 cents lb
Surplus
.
This week will see two excursions
I. .' 10
•
50,000
German
ambassador, for an extensios
Eggs
16 cents a dozen LADIES FREE MONDAY NIGHT run on the river.
Stockholders liability ..i..I .• .
The Island Queen
.'
100,000
of
the
most
favored
treat‘
nation
Butter
25 tents a pound
UNDER USUAL CONDITIONS.
will be laid before the committee.
Ritubarb
I Cents bunch
Total security to depositors
$250,000
PRICES
Peas
10 cents a box
Accounts of individuate and firma 'solicited.
We appreciate
"Your wife used to slag and play
liam
17c lb
Matinee: Chiii.tren 10e. Adults 20c
small as well as targe depositors and accord to
all (bet same
a great deal. 1 have not heard her
Sausage
lOc lb
courteous treatment.
Night: 10, 20 and 30 cents.
Tonight
the Blunkail-Atwood eon,- lately." "Since we have had
Lard
But don't use the old•fashioned
12 1-2c lb
children
pany begin a week's engagement in she has had no time."
moth balls, with their offensive
"Ah, children
a repeeoire of standard
odor.
comedies are such a
blessing!" Fliegende
and dramas at the Kentucky.
i
Blaetter,
Mr. Ervin Blunkail. late leading
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO $
OCLOCE.
man of POT IOU s Mock companies.. ou
You will always get the hearty ale
Is more effective, has vei)
l, little
the Pacific coast, and Miss Lyillan
proval of at least one person when
odor, and, being a powder, goes
Atwood. formerly leading lady of
you please yourself.
much farther.
the Dewey theater, Oakland, Cal., art.
at the head of this company of players,
The opening play will be the "Tide
of Life," a comedy drama in four
is a perfect disinfectant as well
sets, dealing with life' In the Pennas a moth destroyer. It's* tine,
sylvania coal mines and New York
clean white powder and this
City. The play is on the sensational
large box will leak for months.
122.124 N.Fourth !1St.
Phones 787
order but thoroughly consistent end
And while you are about the
not improbable as many melodramas
work of ousting insects, get a
are.
Cleaned and pressed by
can of
First-Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
"The Bushranger," an Blueish soANIMA
competent men.
Second-The button holes or stud holes match.
cletf drama, will be the bill for Tuesfor and delivered in
day evening. Wednesday the great
Third-Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed
covered
wagon. Priees
perfectly
sensatio
nal play "%pito" will be the
and without injury.
and exterminate all the bed
reasona
ble.
Satisfa
ction
bill
with
Miss
Atwood
as
Fanny
be
bugs. It kills them off absoFourth-It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like
guaranteed.
Grand, On Thursday evening the
new, and
lutely. as well as their broods.
The Bankrupt Stock of Max J. Michelson, bought at 37 !ic
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
medy "The Plunger" will he the
in the dollar, is now being sold at prices unheard of. The stock
attraction. "Young Mrs. WintropoNo other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy
yourself by
will, be seen on Friday and "En•t
sending us your laundry.
oonsists of Clothing, Shoes, Hats, Caps and Gents' Furnishing
Lynne,"a the ladles' Paw:trite, Satur1;oode. Don't fail to give us a call.
• _ _ ____ .
day matinee, The company ell c:orc
_. _ ____
the engagement Saturday
evening,
producing the writ known temperance
drama "Ten Mitts in a Barroom."
Agent for original Allegretti
E UNDERSEA, Prof.
Caddie'
rish whisky is eruhk itt arraland
Roth Phones 150'7
and Scott
so-....-Nevtesnes,•••••••••orgek
hfeky in Dublin.

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women

RIVER NEWS

4

Where Do You
Buy Your Clothes?
That's an important matter.

1

.•••••

•

The Argyle

There's a difference in stores
as well as clothes.
,

Some stores go in for cheapness, others for quality.

C

We give you quality and
style at a moderate price.

/

L ENDLER
and LYDON

TODAY'S MARKETS

On Kentucky

40=NIGHT

•

Blunkall.Atwood Co

CITIZENS, sAyiNGs BANK

"THE TIDE OF LIFE"

Look Out for Moths

tow Aa.,-

osiusimin

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Foreman Bros. iNovelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

White Tar Moth
Powder, 25c

Third and Broadway

White Tar Preserving Camphor,
25 Cents

House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.

BANKRUPT SALE

R.udisch's
Bug Destroyer

GILBERT'S
Drug Store

123 SOUTH SECOND ST.
J. J, Newman, Sale Manager.

- 4th and Broadway

Ladies' and
Men's Clothes
Called

Club Membership $1.00
per month.
•

FAULTLESS PRESSING CLUB
$.

I

We

Use the

Bosom

King

of

All

Ironers.---Why?

I

STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200, 120 No th Fourth St.

•

• .4
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THE! PADUCAH EVENING SUN
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The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah

FEARED RESULTS
OF HOME POLICY

13 ST.tTFAS TN TRUST ate:MING.
Governors Agree pi Send Deli
gates
to conference in (likes°.

New
Yprk, APril 22.—Fifteen
governors have accepted the invita
tion of the National Civic Federation
to name delegates to attend the national conference on combinations
and trusts in Chicago, May 25•31.
The acceptances of Governors Hughes
she'd Too Clow To Hill and He SAW of New York, Cummins, of Iowa.
istamsleammillilliall111111111111Mre.r.L...ausagsFolk, of Missouri Warner, of MichiItteelevelt Through the Mag111M$
gan, Davidson, of Wisconsin, and
nate', Glasses.
Cutler, of Utah,'were received today.
This conference will discuss:
"Goxernmental power over corpor
DEMOCRATS MIGHT OUST
The entire stock of Clothing, Shoes, Hats, Caps and
HIM ations engag
ed in interstate cora-,
Furnishing Goods to be sold at less than one-third cost. Gents'
merce; the division of power under
a large line of Musical Instruments, Guns, Pistols, SportAlso
ing
the constitution between the nation
Goods and Jewelry—all slightly damaged by water. Entir
Washington, April 22.— Misgiv and the state, and
e
polVer concurrent
stock must be sold at once, so come and get first choice.
ing,' as to the future of the
Republi- in nation and state.
can party, and apprehension
"How should the corporation
that all
be
officials who did not swear new
alle- constructed.
giance would be turned out if
"The just and practical limits
the
of
Democrats carried the next presid
en- the restriction and regulation,
fedtial election had a part in influencing
eral and state, of combinations
In
John E. Stevens to resign as chief entransportation, production, distri
bugineer of the Panama canal. These
tion and labor."
were only two of the reasons
which
It was announced today from
the
he wrote in a letter requesting
Pres- headquarters of
Ahead in Automobiles.
000, in Italy 19,000 and Belgium 12,the federation that
ident
Roosev
elt
to relieve him of his
America now leads the world In 000, In nine years
the commission to inquire Into
in the countries great task,
the
yet his
whole attitude menac
the manufacture, sale and use of au- named there have
e 'and extent of child labor
been manufactur- was such
that
the
president cabled to
tomobiles. This is the declaration of ed, sold
had been completed and was
and used 550,000 automo- this effect:
ready
a French expert who has been keep- biles, representing more
to begin its work.
than $1."Resi
gnati
on
accept
ed."
ing a record of the automobile bus- 000,000,000 of mone
y— Savannah
The gloomy political predictions
iness. Five years ago the United (Ga.) News.
of
Out of Sight.
the
chief engineer have not
States built only 314 automobiles of
been
"Out of sight, 'out of mind," is
widely known as having figured
an
all classes, while at the same time
in
"I admire a man," said Uncle Eben the letter
which he wrote "as man to old saying which applies with special
prance built 23,711 machines. Last "dat keeps
hopin' fob de best. But I man" to explai
n to the president his orce to a sore, burn or wound that's
year the production in the United doesn' like
to see him sit down an' reasons for
been treated with Bucklen's
giving
up the post.
States was C0,000 in France 55,000, call
Arnica
it a day's work."—Washington
Mr. Stevens called at the white Salve. It's out of sight, out of mind
In England 28,000,. irk Germany, 22,- Star.
house today for the first time since and out of existence. Piles
too and
Y.
his return front Panama. The length chilblains disappear under
its healing
of his stay with the president indi- Influence. Guaranteed
by all drugcated that it was more than a mere gists.
call of respect and that no hard feeling exists between the two.
L. K. TAVIJOR CANDIDATE
Mr. Stevens' apprehension as to
FOR OKLAHOMA SENATE.
the political future seems to have
sprun
g
largel
If you resolve to save a certain portion, however
y from his mistrust, as
Attorney de K. Taylor, formerly of
a railroad man, of the effect upon the
small, of the money you earn, deposit it each month
this city, who is now associated with
Republican party of the railroad polor oftener in our Bank at 4 per cent interest, you'll
Attorney William Lynn, former
ly of
icies advocated by President RooseMurray, in Oklahoma, is the
be pleased and surprised to find how quickly you will
only
velt. Mr. Stevens is a friend of James
candidate
accumulate a sub3tantial sum. We will loan you a
for state
J Hill, tor whom he did some great Democratic
He
Home Savings Bank to help you save. $1.00 will
pieces of railroad engineering on the senator from Chickasha.
was
Great
Northern. He and Mr. Hill prominent in politics in Paducah and
open' you account with us. Start today, We invite
share certain ideas as to the Panama lould not keep out of the fray, even
small accounts.
mat. One is that it will never be the though he has lived In Oklahoma but
great boon to American trade that it comparatively short time.
has been predicted. Mr. Stevens said
the canal should be finished on or
JUST IPIECAIT
Tour cough is only
the throat and
before January 1, 1915. .
do.'s not trouble youInnow
dor' think
Mr. Stevens is to be employed be that It need, no attention. When it
has not had much of a start is
the
an eastern railroad, said to be the time to check it. The slight
est cough
easily leads to Pneumonia. Hronch
Pennsylvania, to make t physical and
itIs
Consumption. A
of Halvaluation of its property. Mr. Ste- lard's Horehound Syrup bottle
will cure the.,
tough.
vens declined today to talk about his at all. The price 'puts It within reach
Sold by all drugeists.
plans. HE' expects to enter upon his
new chilies about May 1.
The rarest thing in the
world 1%a
man who has not over-estimated
Subscribe Ter The Sat
his
own importance to the world.
You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
When I serve you. We
give promt personal attention at all times.

HARRY

ANDERSON, PHONE 915

Sale Starts Saturday, April 13, 9 a. in.

B. MICHAEL

211 BROADWAY, Near Second Street

There's Only One Way to Get
Rich and That's by Saving.

•----liechanics and
/7. Farmers Savings Bank

•

210 Broadway

NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS.

COOK WITH GAS
Now is the time to
put in your

`‘.

GASSTOVE
111111•1111111111111MIMMIIIIMPIIIIIII

We can furnish you with
.the best stoves on the
market for $15 and up.
50 ft. of service pipe FREE.

COOK WITH GAS
The Paducalli light& Power Co,
aeorporated.)

,-0zeteterer•w'

udk,9killip3ctt.

So Stevens Derided to Stand
Front i'lider

FIRE, WATER AND SMOKE

C

MOVDAY, APRIL

John Abner went on the witness
The statement of the New
York
stand in the trial of Biel Britton, at
clearinghouse banks for the past
Lexington, and flatly contradicted week
shows that the
banks hold
every point made by John Smith, de$11.704,825 more than the legal renying all connection with the Breath- serve
requirements. This is a deitt county murders, although he had
crease of $4,148.1.00, as compared
'written out a confession and offered
With the previous week.
It to the prosecution. He admitted
After.deliberating forty-eight hours
coming down with Jim Hargis and at
Evansville, the jury in the case
eating supper with him the night beagainst John P. Walker, former coun
fore. Abner was the star witness for
ty treasurer, was discharged on its
the defeme and his testimony was
representation to the court that it
a great surprise as it was thought'be
could not reach an agreement.
would give the full details of the
James Jacobs and Albert Burt were
conspiracy to murder Cockrill and
killed and Frank Jacobs was
fatally
the others.
burned by the explosion of cement at
Agents of the United States gov- the
plant of the Indianapolis Rubbe
r
ernment will help Kentucky get rid
company.
of the Texas fever among cattle by
The grand jury at Toledo, 0., reacting under the state board of
turned more than seventy-five
indicthealth, and in this way a saving of
ments against manufacturers
and
many thousands of dollars will
he ef- dealers for alleged violations of
the
fected as otherwise the national
gov- anti-trust law.
ernment would declare a quarantine
Because of grief over the death of
against the whole state,
John
Alexander Duette, Mrs. Lydia
The national immigration commisStaley committed suicide in
New
ion win meet in Washington and
York by throwing herself from
a
organize preparatory to deciding
up- window.
on the scope of its work.
A reduction of the discount rate
In the Ubited States district court
Of the Impel ial Bank of Germa
ny Is
at Topeka yesterdey Judge Pollock
expected to be announced on Tuesnamed J. C. 0. Morse as receiver
day or Wednesday next. .
for the Uncle Sam 011 company,
Mrs. C. D. Chenault and Mrs. M
B. Nash were elected state regents
for Kentucky at the D. A. R. congress in Washington.
A syndicate is being fermed
in
Chicago to complete the Chicago
Southern railroad, one of the John
E
Walsh enterprises
Genuine Rogers Knives
. T. C. Mitchell, a prominent citizen
and Forks, Set
• tOL
of Howling Green, died
of blood
Genuine Rogers Tea
Poisoning following a slight injury
Spoons, set
I
:to one of hie thumbs.
Genuine Rogers Table
1
It Is .now be:ieved that Benedict
Spooni• set
..... ......
Gimbel, the Philadelphia
merchant
A $7.00 Genuine Odt
Who attempted suicide in Hoboken
Glue Iihwl
I N. J . will recover
Highest art hand painted
Several earth shocks were record
china one-half off regular price.
ed In various sections of Portugal,
A big discount In watches and
Jewelry.
but the damage done was slight.
Remember the numberFormer L'hlef Engineer John
,Stevens says it will take from eh to
325 Broadway.
'seven years to complete the renam
e
canal.
More than 15.000 coal miners are
I
, now involved in the strike Is Ailbert
s
and British co:umbla.
Sir George Armstrong, ptoprietor
of the London Globe, Is dead.

a I 9 —Z23 BROADWAY

l'')rresistable

1'.,rre3istable

and

and

he

card

5'he :fossard

Vorsets

Vorsets

gemonstration

Semonstration

this week

this week

bq

bq

'expert
`expert
Vorsetiere
Vorsetiere
from
from
'Chicago
Videago
Yront of %adamoisolle 'ossard

co the Woman
Who does not know "L'Irresistable" or the Gossard
Front Laced Corset—the woman who appreciates elegance and beatv, cultivates grace, cherishes health, understands comfort and seeks contentment, will find
these and experience the utmost satisfaction in her
"L'Irresistable" and in her "Gossard" if she but lends
herself to our persuasion that we may lead her to these
rosy paths during this week of demonstration.

ciouide liou
to this garden of delights, we mean to try, and if we
succeed, if we sell you our front lace corset you will be
our friend—we will have done you a service--you will
be our patron throughout the year.

Oleg lace in Yront
We invite you to come down this week and let us show
you that what we say is true. Mrs. Taylor, an expert
corsetiere, is here to fit you. She will be found in our
Corset Department every afternoon from 1:30 to 5:30.
The mornings she gives to home demonstrations for
those that find it impossible to come. If you can't
come down phone us and she will be glad to call.

Where
goes
‘ihe
Ylesh

Acre's
‘511
in
Dressing
`Over
Yhis

JEWELRY SALE
Special 10 Days'
Sale.

tq.15
.75
1.50
3.50

r

EYE SEE JEWELRY AND
OPTICAL CO., Inc.
J. A. Konetzka, Moly aid NOWA

1

'

Zack of Madamoiselle (5ssard
try-,g
epO

ISMqz.

AND

G17.4*F .rd

tri.

C
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with a federal license, so that
CHAMPION FORGETTER.
there could be a public record
of everyone who is in possession
lie Liiee in Chicago—His EmbarrassAFTCNNOON AND INEEKLY
of a deadly weapon, particularing Predicaments.
ET THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO. ly of an explosive weapon. We
ISICOMPONLATED
doubt if this can be worked out,
Horace Britt, who play; the cello
P. M. FISHER. President
But it is at least worth discusin the Thomas orchestra hes the
.1. PAXTON, General Manager.
sion. It is certainly possible for
reputation of being the champion
Foreman Lehnhard and Crew forgetter of that
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
all Oita* who sell deadly weaporganization, says
*:tiered at the ikustutlIce at Paducah,
ons to be required to keep a list
the Chicago Record-Herald.
Equal
Emerge
to
ncy
t Ky. as second class matter.
of every Individual who buys,
This is no slight distinction, for
THE DAILY SUN
and
enforce,
courts
the
ought
to
genius and memory for the commonBy Carrier, per week
10
as the courts of New York are
By mail, per month. In advance.. 25
place things of life, such as umbrellas
Prevent Conflagration in Midst of
By mail, per year, in advance...42 50
now enforcing, laws to punish
and bundles, are not supposed to go
Illinois Central North Yards
THE WEEKLY Sin
those who carry such weapons
together, and the Thomas orchestra
For year. by mall. postage paid -11.00
By Coolness.
is long on genius'.
concealed
.
•
Address THE SUN, Paducah, Ky.
But Mr. Britt Is an artist in his
And there's the unwritten law—
Office, 115 South Third.
Phone 358
public opinion. We confidently beforgetfulness.
Forgetting td bring
Payne & Young, Chicago and New lieve there is a genera:
TIMELY home a can of salmon that his wife
and growing DISOOVERY IS MOST
York, representatives.
ordered from the grocery is entirely
sentiment, that soon will put the ban
THE SUN can be found at the follow- of respectabi
too commonplace for him. He scorns
lity on men, who go
ing places:
to remember that he ever had an umarmed. There is no law can be exeR.. D. Clements & Co.
But for the timely discovery and
brella. Now and then he does mancuted in the face of popular sentiVan Culin Bros.
prompt action of Foreman John
age to leave his bow at home when
Palmer House.
ment, and until that sentiment Is Lehnhard
,.Engineer Wilber and their
John Wilhelm's.
he starts down for a rehearsal, and
amalgamated with the printed stat- crew
on switch engine, No. 172, yeswere it not for the fact that his wife
utes and the legal precedent, of terday afternoon
at 3 o'clock, many
our courts, men will
go
armed. cars might have been burned and jogs his memory every week he might
forget to draw his salary. But in the
But some day the concealed weapon much loss entailed in
the Illinois
will be recognized as the insignia of Central north yards. Lehnharsi was main his forgetting is long lines removed from the common herd.
the coward and the bully.
in front of his engine going south.
MONDAY, APRIL 22.
On one occasion he dressed careHe noticed smoke in the center of a
fully for an appearance at an exsreies
of
tracks,
several
where
hunJohn Temple Graves arises once
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
clusively social function and
then
more behind his plate and says that dred loaded cars were waiting to be appeared
on the platform in dress
moved.
investigat
An
showed
ion
a
March—I907.
if Bryan should nominate Roosevelt,
suit, high collar, expansive shirt
March 1..3885
March 16 .3792 or Roosevelt should nominate Bryan, car of spokes afire. Lehnhard ran his front and evening tie, all right,
but
engine into the nearest siding and
March 2..3846
March 18...3882 their combined influence would
be
wearing his carpet slippers. He had
March 4..3890
March 19...3871 irresistible, because they are the two with special apparatus installed on forgotten to put on
his shoes.
March 5..3808
March 20...3870 greatest men in the world. A man his engine successfully ,fought the
On another,similar occasion, when
down.
Tin under the wooden
March 6..3891
March 21...3872 may sometimes tell the truth with- fire
the time came for him to appear at
March 7..3891
March 22...3776 out saying anything practical, and no roof saved spokes from being burned. a recital he found that
he had left
The
blaze
originated
from
an
enMarch 8..3876
March 23...3806 one can deny John Temple has an
his cello at home.
gine
spark.
March 9..3820
March 25...3870 eye for the dramatic possibilities of
But his piece de resistance—that's
Engineer John Wicks sprained his
March 11.. 3846
'March 26. _3772* the situation. Imagine Bryan nomthe way he would say it, for he hasn't
right ankle at Fulton last night and
March 12..3895
March 27...3776 inating Roosevelt with a speech
the was forced to return home at 7:45 been over here from Paris very long
March 13..3943
March 28...3823 equal of the one with
—occurred soon after his arrival.
which he nom- o'clock this morning. He will
be
March 14..3848
March 29...8809 inated himself the
first time. Think disabled several weeks. Wicks
He had been engaged to play at
enon
March 15..3783
March 30...3813 of Roosevelt vehementl
y announcing gine, No. 699,was "pulling" train No. a function where he was peculiarly
Total
99,943 his allegiance
to Bryan, the
man, 188, in charge of Conductor Wilkins. anxious to make a good appearance.
Average for March, 1907
3844 and
exerting the forces of public At Fulton he left his cab to inspect For days he had ben anticipating the
Average for March, 1906
3790 opinion
and patronage he so
well his engine. Stepping on a lump of event, and when the fateful evening
Increase
64
knows how to utilize in behalf of coal his ankle turned and he was re- arrived he went up to his room to
Personally appeared
before me,
the "Peerless One's" candidacy. lieved at once of further duty.
make his toilet with more than usual
this April 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, genRoosevelt is a million votes stronger
care.
eral manages'. of The Sun, who afthan any other man in the United SERIOUS CUTTING TAKES
He divested himself of his old
firms that the above statement of
States. Bryan can swing a million
PLACE IN GARDNIMS ALLEY. smoking jacket and hung it away
the circulation of Tha Sun,..for the
votes from
black
Will Manuel, an Illinois Central carefully in the closet. Then he took
HORSES WERE OUT
to
white. Of
month If march. 1907, is true to the
course, nothing of the sort will hap- coiored brakeman, cut Lillie Gray, off his waistcoat and did likewise.
best of his knowledge and belief.
pen, but just think of it—the more with whom he had been keeping com- His every day trousers he
folded And Hurry Run Was Made To Fire
PETER PURYEAR,
one thinks of it, the more he wishes pany. Saturday night. The affair carefully and laid away.
Station, No. I.
Notary Public
It could cone true. We take off our I took place in Gardner's alley, beHere be succumbed to the force of
My commission expires January
hats to you, John Temple Graves. tween Ninth and Tenth', Boyd and habit. One after another he removed
For the first time since stationmen
22, 1908.
You've raised the
his other garments and put them in at No. 1 fire station, can remember
most enjoyable Harris streets.
subject for speculation, since
City Physician Harry Williamson their accustomed places for
the
the an alardcfound two horses out, being
ANNOUNCEM§NTS.
nasty Thaw trial succeeded the Jap- and Dr. C. A. Isbell, colored, attend- night. Finally he climbed Into his exercised•at 3 o'clock yesterday afFor Mayor.
anese embroglio In popular estima- ed the woman. She was bad' cut, pajamas, turned out the gas and went aernoon. Stationman Dan Bailey had
The Sun is authorized to announce
tion.
one wound running from under her to bed. He was found some hours "Plowhandle" and "Walter", which
Oharles Reed as a candidate for
chin
to the top of her head.
An- later by a member of his family, fast pull the aerial truck, exercising them.
mayor, subject to any action of the
other
gash
was
inflicted
Engineer Stevens, of Panama canal
on the other asleep. His goldea opportunity had An alarm came in from box 23,catchDemocratic party.
ing the horses on Jefferson street beside
of
the
face,
and
only
fame,
a small gone by, ,
did
well
authorize
to get out of public
The Sun is
d to announce
tween First and Second streets. A
portion
the
head
of
remained unThomas B. Harrison as a candidate office. Clearly he is unfitted for polspark from a flue had ignited shintouched
on
top.
The
jugular
itics.
He
vein
feared
mayor
The
subject
the
•
Lover.
for
result of Roosete the action of the
gles on Mark I.ydon's residence roof,
velt's internal
Democratic primary May 2, 1907.
policy, and fore- was missed, and the woman has a
523 South Eighth street, and damchance for recovery. She was left
saw Democratic triumph, and
For City Assessor.
beage of a few dollars done.
at her home under the attention of
The Sun is authorized to announce come sore afraid. Had he been patfriends. Jealousy is responsible for
J. W. Orr as a candidate for the of- ted on the back and encouraged, perBoard of Education.
fice of City Assesrnr, subject to the haps. he would have taken heart and 'Manuel's act.
The members of the board are reproceeded
with
his task. Democratic
action of the Democratic primary
qaeste dto meet Monday night, 7:30
triumphs would not have interfered
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
May 2, 1907.
at the board chamber for the purEvery
do's
makes
with
you
feelbetter.
his position. Tt was above P05
lax-Pot
The Sun is authorized to announce
pose of closing the sale of the Longkeeps your whole tinkles right. Sold on the
the candidacy of Stewart Dick for the Ries. But he had no business spec- money-back
plea everywnere. Prme 50 cents
fellow school, ratifying the contract
office of city assessor, subject to the ulating on the probable results of
with Prof. John A. Carnagey, and
ootion ot the Democratic party.
administrative policies not directly
Dr. Overton Brooks Succeeds.
receiving reports of the respective
Treasurer
For City
.
associated with his task. Especially
Friends of Dr. Overton Brooks
committee for selection of site for
The Won is authorized to announce unsatisfactory wail' it for
him, in will be delighted to learn of his renew school building.
J. W. McKnight as a candidate for charge of the canal, to be sympathiz markable success
in Chicago
The
ANTHONY LIST, Pres't.
the office of City Treasurer subject ing with transcont
inental railroads. young physician was born and reared
to the action of the Democratic party,. We. count his political
sagacity of a here and graduated in June, 1906.
For City Attorney.
piece with his discretion.
He went into hospital work, and esThe Sun is authorized to announce
tablished an emergency hospital in
the candidacy of John G. Miller, Jr..
Despite City Z.Wtorney Campbell's the "White City." He did well in the
as a candidate for city attorney subprotest of disinterestedness, which summer but this winter abandoned
ject to the action of the Democratic
we frankly accept as sincere, we be- it for regular practice.
primary, May 2, 1907.
lieve that if a commission
is dis110141110•14110•0\41,44110•141104\6.4
patched to revise the charter of secDaily Thought.
ond class cities, he Is the man
to
Be—When I'm in love I put my
Tile fanatic is he who would rath- represent Paducah. He is acquaintwhole heart in it.
er see the race go down to perdition ed with the needs of the city,
with
She—And often put your foot in it
than that It should climb up unlabel- the shortcomings of the Instrumen
t,
• too.—New York World.
ed with his pet fad.—Chicago Trib- its ambiguities and misapplica
tion to
-une.
A kiss on the oheek may not he
the conditions, and he has manifestas cheeks as a kiss on the Bps.
ed a spirit of sincerity and
fidelity,
In contrast to partisan conduct in
TILE COWARD AND HIS GUN.
ofFools stumble around In the dark,
Commenting on the declaration of fice, that has won ter him the rebut
the wise man carries a lantern.
spect
of
Police
all city officials.
Inspector
Bingham, of
You won't find poor goods
New York, that he will search every
at any price at The New Stone
HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
Southern Democracy begins to
man in the tenderloin for concealed
"Life consists not In living, but in
We have cheap clothes; but
deadly weapons, the Lexington Her- think her constancy should be reeejoying health."
they are good clothes. Some
warded. Any debutante knows that
ald says:
We could all enjoy health if we
merchants
you
know
get
constancy, like virtue, is its own reWe do not know under what
conforme
d to Nature's simple laws
mixed
on
this
point
and
apply
ward, and the doubtful maid receives
laws the police of New York are
Disease is merely a result of the nonpoor goods to threw who want
acting nor are we certain wheth, the compliments.
observance of those fliws, either by
cheap goods.
er it is possible under the laws
negligence, accident ot
ignorance.
Beeause
she grieved so
of Kentucky for any officer to
over
These reasons are, as a rule, of litDowle's death, a New York woman
make an examination of the pertle consequence after
Our snits at $1.0, 112.50
disease bethrew herself out an upstairs
son or arrest
any Individual
wincomes
manifest and properly diagand
$15
are
a
point
in our
dow. And we concede she did
merely upon suspicion that he
the
rno
onse
oo
d.r0Itlu
yos.the nature of the treatillustration. They are cheap
Proper thing under the circumeta
has a concealed weapon about
nment and the results obtained that
clothes,
but
thea are the very
res.
him. We greatly doubt whether
best values the prices will buy
It is legal for this to be done, hut
Nature is the ever present factor
enywthere.
In ninety-nine cases out of a
It has been estimated that
in the .ire of disease. The Osteothe late
hundred the man who carries a
Tennessee legislature cost the state
path appreciates this fact, and uses
concealed weapon is a coward
276,000. The one before cost $72,all means that are natural, recogYou will be very much.surand will yield to the demands of
.128.42. Luxuries are becoming alnising and using diet, air, wnter, exprised al the splendid values
an officer for his weapon. And
most prohibitive in price.
ercise and other hygienic measures
we give at thew, popular
If it is necessary for such methas natural assistants td scientific maprice,, and the great
ods to be pursued in New York
nipulations to secure normality to
range
A St. Louis thief, on being caught.
of patterns and febrics. Ocnne
to break up the habit it would
any and all structure disturbances.
remarked: "Alt, what's the use
'o
In and slip on a suit or two
be a most excellent thing' to have
should be pleased to refer you, at
working, when money's so easy"
and
demonstrate
them Instituted in every city In
anf time, to Paducah people you
it.
You
He'd be mobbed for saying that on
won't be urged to buy.
America.
know well who can attest to what
Wall street.
Prof. Zueblin In one of his reOsteopathy has done for them In
cases of rheumatism, asthma, neuralcent lectures in Lexington made
Cox men in Cincinnati are for
gia, nervousness, 116ItitreEllver, and
A suggektion which we had never
Taft, say Press reports. Such politbowel troubles, eczema, sick headbefore—In our own mind In a
ical rats indleatts the condition of
'whew, la grippe condItlons, malaria,
Practical wal-:—thst ttire'shonlif
hulls on the sea of state.
embego, disturbed Wood conditions.
be a federal/ license for every
1119A.•
If you are m yen owe It to yourlitaasie
/Madly 'weapon sold, that
gus
no
They never need fear sin's. contaself to investigate Osteopathy.
deadly wodpen should be pnrgion who walk Its ways In charity's
616 Broadway
obssed by any Individual ettopt
errands.
"Illailm"11116-41.11."*"11111/1
" DrB
Phone r
7.
1saR
°A(lit
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NEW APPARATUS
PROVES ITS VALUE

SMART CLOTHES
We make a specialty of young men's suits. Those
particular young men who always want the latest garments—cut on the latest patterns slid ssdc from the
newest fabrics.
In this department our business is
growing faster I:banally other.

"We've Caught the Town"
With our slrowing of young men's clothes.
man knows what's what and
it when be comes here.

he

The young

also knows that he gets

$10.00 to $22.50

I•4110*-1

There are many comfkrtable

and satisfactory stopping
places all along the line In between these prices. We
want to interview the young man looking for a spring

suit.

The Only Clothing Store That Carries the

"UNION STORE CARD"

LE
AD
ER
Broadway ,GRAN0
323

DESBERGER'S
frilR.

323
Broadway

NEED LUMBER?
Buy your ,Lumber, Sashes, Shingles
and Mouldings from

The Fooks,Acree Lumber Co.
and save your money, for it is not the
money you make but 'the money you
save that counts,
Both Phones 1276.
Tenth and Monroe Sts.

441111,̀"

0
4,

Our $10
to $15 Suits

amen.—

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

Cilauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

TELEPHONE 499

Good for You-Is the Master Brew
Belvedere, the Home Beer

F..

Belvedere improves with each year, good judges
of beer will tell you.
It is the purest beer,on the market. Every ingredient that enters into its manufacture is carefully
selected and there is no hesitancy in rejecting anything
that does not measure up the standard required for
Btived ere.

The proper use of a good beer is a means to
health. Your family physician will tell you that.
Belvedere, the Master Brew, is the beer for you.

THE PADU6,11 BREWERY CO., Inc.

4
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in this important offiee and tast Paducah chapter, D. A. R.. is complimented in having one of its number
selected to fill ft. Mrs. Nash is wellfitted to the honor of the office. Mrs.
C D. Chenault, of Leenigton was
made state regetit.

SWING IN ONE

Cast • and. Chonsees of "The Traveling
The regular Aprbi term of Mc
Man" Rehearsing Every Day.
Cracken civil circuit court
began
Enjoyable
Evening.
The musical mixture, "The TravMiss Ruby Gish. of Camelia, Ky., this morning but only preliminaries
eling Man " which will be produced
entertained a number of friends at Will be gone into this week. The
here at the Kentucky on May lt)th,
jury for trial of ordinary `casco will
their home Saturday night.
Those
is arousing much interest among the
present were: Misses Ida Harting, not be empaneled until Monday.
in our Ready-to-Wear Department for your new Spring
society folk and will be one (I the
Elizabeth Holland, Mollie Miller,Bes- Judge Reed is presiding and the preSuit. In the last week we have received many attractive
events of the season.
ale Harris, Lena Harney, Myrtle liminaries such as the swearing of
suits for your selection, and for the woman who wants
It will be given jointly untie+ the
deputies, etc., consumed little time.
Hartley, Mr. Gip Turner,
auspices of the Charity club and the
style and quality to individualize her dress for spring,
--s
Judgments Entered.
Humane society and from the peocombined with superb fit, at a moderate cost, should
Mrs. Trabern, of Elkton, who has
Ballard county bank against J. R.
ple connected with those two organ- been the guest of her
visit this section and let us show her just such garments.
brother, Mr. A. Cooper, Sr., judgment for $629.91.
ization and the success with whkth E. White, of 1925 Clay
Stewart
street, JeDry
Goods
company
the play has been represented other ll'
to her home today.
against Mrs. Nellie English, Judgplaces, Paducah is promised a real
Mrs. L. W. Armentrout, of Mt. ment for $72.3e2.
treat in the amateur line.
Vernon 0., returned to her home
W. H. Covington & Bros., against
The Louisville Evening Post says this morning
after
spending two D. A. Echols, judgment for $500.
decond Yloor.
of the performances in Louisville at weeks the-guest of her son, L. V.
Mary F. Drennen again's, Dr. H
Macauley's April 3:
Armentrout 1442 Broadway.
C. Hartley and brother, judgment
"The hit of the local society and
Mr. C. L. Akers, the local Illinois for $ 1
n5.
theatrical season was "The Travel- Central air man, and wife have reDismissals.
ing Man" given yesterday afternoon turned after visiting relatives in
Globe Bank and Trust company
resiodior•11.111•~1.••••••••••aeuilts•
and night at Macauley's theater, and Dexter, Ky.
against 0. D. Schmitt and others;
Mr. Joseph Mattison, Jr., who was
the management had to hang out the
The Estey company against Henry
S. R. 0. sign. The Pony chorus gave last week married to Miss Bertie Steed
and others; Mary T. Allison,
a performance that would have done Clark, has returned to work, assumexecutrix of H. C. Allison, against J
J. B. WARFORD, OF VIOLA, IS credit to a professional chorus, they ing his duties of timekeeper in the Efrooks Watson; Paul Block
against
were so well trained in their work. I. C. planing mill this morning.
SERIOUSLY HURT.
Langstaff-Orme Manufacturing com-For Dr. Pendley, ring 416.
Mr. Woolfolk has a good plot, the
Mrs. W. M. Tucker, wife of the pany:
G. B. Williams against C. H.
-For Copeland's stable phone 100
lines are breezy and the songs are popular Illinois Central boiler shop
-The county liquor license of
good examples of the popular novel- foreman, has gone to Vicksburg.
Henry Hest has been transferred to Struck on Head With Heavy
Iron ties of the day."
Miss., to visit the family of Mr. W.
In Bankruptcy,
G. A. Chandler and *Hey Joiner.
Hooks While Loading Logs on
The different committees in charge M. Derrington.
Joseph Lemuel Mass, of Mayfield,
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 4003.1i4
Flat Cars at Mill.
are as follows: Mrs. George C. WalMr. Dick Williams and wife form- Graves county;
Broadway. Phone 196.
filed a petition in
•
lace, general manager; Mrs. Cook erly Miss Mary Hallene Yancey, have bankruptc
-Drink Belvedere, the master
y this morning giiing liaHuebands, assistant manager; Mrs. returned from
their
bridal
tour bilities to the amount of $1.045
brew:
with
B. Warford, well known to Pa- James Weille, chairman program corn through the north, during which they no assets except personal effects
-Workmen have started convertwhom he Mee; Miss Kathleen Wihitefleki, as- visited Chicago, Milwaukee and other which are exempt. He owes no Paing the panquet hall on the third citteete merchants, with
flooe of the Fraternity building into de: e lies at Viela, Graves county, sistant; Mrs. E. M. Post. chairman cities.
ducah firms, his debts being mostls
Attorney A. E. Boyd returned notes and money
seriously injured, and may not recov- chaperone committee; Mrs. Roy Mcoffices.
advanced.
-Belvedere beer is a home pro- er. Warfard is a flour mill opera- Kinney, chairman ticket committee; from Wingo this morning.
Mr. J.
Wilkins, 'fireman on the
tor and was loading logs on flat cars Miss Elizabeth Sinnott, treasurer.
duct. Remember that.
In Police evert.
Rehearsers are being held today Paducah -Cairo I. C. accommodation
--Noah Stewart, a 250 pound ne- at his will. The heavy iron hooks
Incorporated.
Because of the absence of witnesses
gro. was seriously cut over the right pulled out of a log and struck him at Mr, George C. Wallace's as foe pareenger run, returned from May- the case against Katie Shaw, alias
field this morning after a visit to Hite,
eye Satu Mae' might_ and claims that_aton__the heads
sk ti;
l.t evas fractur- lows:
for
shooting laud Nance
Girl choruses at 4 p. me
ortitte man named George Lenley did ed and he has been
male relatives.
miconaelous
through the head
was continued
ib00316 jor rent, furn.shed or unMr. William Eades, the coal mine agein.
the cutting.
sines This morning his condition chorus at 7 p. m., and cast at 8 P. m.
furnished, 736 Jefferson st et 0 d
-Commencing at once, all ice was reported no better.
operator, went to Hillside mines this
George Lander, white, charged
phone 12e5.
cream delivered at residences will be
morning, on business.
Five Hundred Club,
with cutting Noah Stewart, colored,
Mrs.
sent C. 0. D. H. G. Thompson.
L.
FORT-RENTn- Rooms 212-21.4
A.
Washingt
on is 'hostess
• At the Continental Congress.
Mr. J. Cle Neuffer, assistant -super- Saturday night, was granted a con--Twenty thousand city tax bills
FraternPy building. Apply Drs. Stews
A \Vashington letter to the Cour- to the -Five Hundred club this week intendent of machinery of the Illi- tinuance.
have been . turned over to Treasurer ier-Journal says:
on Saturday afterneon, at her home, nois Central, is in Paducah
art & Bass.
Ern:es Eaves, colored, who was artoday, an
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicyJohn .Dorian by City Clerk Henry
"Mrs. J. N. McCormack, of Bow- 1310 Broadway.
riving at 7:45 o'clock from Chicago rested yesterday charged with shootWANTED MEN EVERYWHERE
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
Bailey. They will be compared this ling Green,.the capablq
via Cairo, in his private car. No. 2. ing at Roundsman Bathl Gourieux
state regent,
-Good pay-to distribute circulars,
week and Treasurer Dorian will:bee made a brilliant report from
QUICK MEALS at all ronrs, BuchKentuc- Georgia Wedding of Interest Here. He was accompanied by Mr. J. R. and Patrolmen Hill and Alexander.
adv. matter, tack signs, etc. No cangin collecting taxes in June.
ananeo 219 Kentucky avenue.
The Rev. Walter Holcombe and Raeleoro, private secretary
ky, to whose credit three new chapSunday
vassing. National Adv. Bureau. Chimorning,
.
to both
was granted a con-Fine carnations at 50e per dozen ters have arisen
WANTED-- Girl to work in res- cago
since last congress. Miss Julia Jones were married on Mr. Neuffer and Joseph
tinuance.
Baker,
a
at Brunson's; 529 Broadway.
taurant. Apply 217 Kentucky avenue.
all augmented since October and all April 17, at the home of the bride's second Resistant
Other
superintendent' of
cases:
Sidney
Johnson.
-The heavy patrol wagon house three handsomely represent
FR SALE-Some nice small coted in the mother, Mrs. Samuel P. Jones. in machinery.
FOR SALE-Nice harness horse.
drunkenness, $1
and
costs;
Ed
tages
door fell on Driver Thad Terrell national deliberations. The three
on good lots. Well located, for
Apply 1720 Madison.
de- Cartersville, Ga.
Mr. Ed Hart, the I. C. machinist, Gaines and Will Davis, colored(disSunday morning and pinned him to butante chapters are the Filson,
less than cost of building. Cash or oft
Mr. Holcombe is an evangeist and
of
WANTED- notetton as stenograwho Is in Riverside hospital, the re- orderly conduct, $5o and coots each:
easy payments. A few just outside
the ground for several minutes be- Louisville, with Mrs. Neville
Bullitt is well known in Paducah, where he
sult of an operation, is reported much Willi Davis, colored, carrying con- pher. Competent. New phone 493.
city limits. If you have a job save
for; Police Lieutenant Potter, and regent and delegate er-officio
to the held a 'revival at the Broadway
better and will be able to leave the cealed a deadly weapon, $50 and
BUCHANAN'S Restaaraiet. Open your money. J. M. Worten.
others could arrive and liberate him. congress; the Transylvania. of GlasMethodist church several years ago.
ce.A and 2t) days in jail;
hospital
'in a few days.
Lottle day and night, 219 Kentucky avenue.
Terrell was uninjured.
gow, with Mrs. Thomas rage Dickin- He yeas traveling
HAVE YQU thought of buying a
with the Rev. Samnix. W. D. McElhenny, mayor of Schroeder, drunk
and
-You know your calling cards son regent and delegate,
disorderly,
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring typewriter? The New Visible Writand the uel P. Jones at the time of his
death,
are corret when they come from the General Nathaniel Freeman chapter,
Central City and president of the 20 days in county jail, and
Lillie 437 F. Levin.
ing Fox is the machine you want. It
and is now at work on the biography
Sun 'office. Script cards and plate. of Bardstown, with Mrs. Caruthers
Central Coat and Iron company, was Campbell, same charge, dismissed;
combines all the goad of the old type
, of Mr. Jones. His bride
FOR
RENT
is the in Paducah Sunday on
Furnished front
$1.50 a hundred; the Old English at regent whose drat delegate
business, and Luvena Duffy, colored, disorderly
to a youngest daughter of
with the best of the new. Take a
room. Apply at 509 Washington St.
the late Sam- went to Memphis
$3.00.
conduct, $20 and costs.
Continentel Is Mrs. Ben Johnson, the
Sunday night.
-look at all of them but don't buy unuel P. Jones, and has visited In Padu
WANTED- Second-band roller
-Cross ties for the extension of attractive little wife of the new conMr. Vaughan Scott, representing
til you have seen the Fox. Jap Toner
cah. She is a handsome grfle
top desk phone 139.
the Paducah Traction company lines gressman from that district, the
Deeds Filed.
the the Pittsburg Steel company in a
Hon.
local agent. 307 Kentucky avenue.
out Broadway to Gregory
F. E. Rowland to Alex DrewerY,
Height Ben Johnson, who was at the
CLOTHES deanea, pressed, resouthern territory, arrived today at
Rings
Phone 629.
have arrived and the work will be House for several weeks
May Day at Home,
noon and will spend several days with property on Thompson'avenue, $100. paired. Jas. Duffy, Phone 969-a.
last winter.
started as soon as preliminaries are The Kentucky delegatio
Mrs. Charles K. Wheeler, of 504 his parents, MT.
n held a coand Mee Frank L.
FOR
SALE-Complete laundry Vi'LlE ANCHOR FENCE POST
arranged.
Marriage licenses.
zy state reunion in the red parities Kentucky avenue,
well
eunertain Scott, of North Ninth street.
outfit. Apply to C. A. Isbell, 509
TO BE MANUFACTURED.
-Wedding invitations, announce- of the Ebb1tt and
H. T. Aten to Mame Otes,
swapped reports with a reception on May Day et 4
Min. E. W. Pratt, of 528 South
South Seventh street, nhone 720.
ments and every character of en- and experiences blithesom
o'clock
in the afternoon. Invitations Third street, has returned
Ilene/ May to Ella
-co--ely. They
McReynolds.
from the
PAPER CLEANING and Painting, I
A contract was tiled today in court.
graved work is given carefel, per- are as attractive a hunch of women were 'issued today,
colored.
east after a nine month,' visit.
old Phone 2029. C. S. Creason. Work ty court by M. C. and John Wile peeBernal attention at the Sun job office. as any in Wasbington, and as beautiJog A. Wurtz to Myrtle L. Burch.
Mrs. B. W. Mockbee, of 714 Goeguaranteed and done by union labor. ties of the first, and J. M. Taylor, J.
-Mr. and- Mrs. Edgar S. Shinkle, fully gowned.
The Songs of Shakespeare.
bel avenue, is slowly Improving afASK your grocer ear Smith & A. McCann, J. H. Trent and U. H.
of 515 North Eighth street, are en
"General disappointment was felt
W. 0. W. MEETING
Mrs. Maud Conway Blanchard.
ter a severe attack of penumonla.
route to California to reside. MT. that ill health prevented the presence
Butze's Bread and takes. Telephone Clark, parties of the second part, in
Bid Me Discourse
Miss Elizabeth Nash left today for
Bishop.
Shinkle Is a railroad and steamboat at the Congress of Mrs. C. D.
1which the right to manufacture the
Will Be Addreened By State Manager 69-a.
Che- Who Is Sylvia
Schubert. St. Louis to visit her sister, jMrs.
'patent Wix Anchor Fence post is
clerk and recently resigned from the nault, of Lexington, the graceful
FOR
This
and Tell Me Where Is Fancy Eked
REM-In
Week,
tl-a
Franklin Leavitt. She will
floor over
gone
local Illinois ilentral to accept a po- magnetic young woman who will
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th given for private considerations, The
sucMrs. Blanchard. until the middle of May,
Mrs.
sition as chief purser on steamers reed to the state regency
parties of the second vart are perwhen Idra When Icicles
Colonel J. H. Brewer, of bouisespe. St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
Leavitt will return with
Haag by the Wall
. Mrs.
running between San Francisco and McCormack, the present
mitted
to control 49 per cent of the
state
moist" acmanager and head counsel for
ONE nice front room furnished for
Foote. John W. Sykes, of Hope, Ark., form- the
the Sandwich Islands.
i stock, the parties of the first 51 per
ceptable incumbent, voluntarily reWoodmen
of
the
World,
will ad- rent. Bath and all modern convenierly Miss Jessie Naeh, will, also, come
Blow, Blow, Thou Winter Wind
-Souvenir book of the city just linquishes the reins
cent of the stcick. Not less than Ona
dress an open meeting of Olive Camp ences. Apply 918
of government.
Broadway.
Dr. Arne. in May fpr a visit to her parents, Mr. No.
the thing to send your friends abroad The state organization has prospered
land a half cents per post sold is to be
2, Tuesday evening, April 23,and
11 Was a Lover and Hits Less
and Mrs. M. B. Nash, at the Sans
WHEN in a hurry, go to Buchanfor sate at R. D. Clemente & Co.
set aside as a royalty fund to be displendidly under Mrs. McCormack's
Jersey Camp Thursday evening. April
an's 219 Kentucky avenue, for your
Mamie y. Souci flats, North Ninth street,
;---Magietrate J. T. IBiteich
this administration. Her brightly denvervided into 49 andell per cent., The
25. Colonel Brewer addressed sevMrs, J, W. latliameon, of' St. Louis,
rmichael.
morning called his ddaet and set ed report was warmly applancied at 0hrtiess Milne "
t patent is a recent one. Most of the
eral thetssand tleap:e Sunday's unWho
Come Away Death
has been standing the D. A. R.
FOR SALE- Express
Henshel.
cares.
wagon. purchaser's of the right to manufactthe congress."
veiling at A:mo. Four hundred and
Sign No More •Ladies
George Skelton, 817 S. Fifth. Phone
Stevens, Continental Congress ni Washington, fifty Woodmen were
'-City subscribers to the Daily
ure the article are railroad Men einIn line, repreI Know a Bank
v_2281.
Sun who wish the delivery of their ST. LOUIS COUPLE WERE
Parker. D. C., on Saturday lost a handsome senting 16 camps, from western
ployed at Paducah and on the TenKenpapers stopped must notify our colFOR REA.
- Newly
Shubert. bag containing $75, the papers re- tucky and Tennessee. All members
WED IN CHURCH SUNDAY Hark. Hark the Lark
furnished nessee division of the Illinois ('enlectors or make their requests direct
Sullivan. port. Mira. Williamson is a sister of will have the opportunity to present rooms. Modern conveniences. Terms tra:.
Jest before the services atithe Orpheus With His Lute
to The Sun office. No attention will First Christian
Sullivan. Mrs M. B. Minh, of Paducah, and their wishes to the sovereign mill- reasonable. 520 N. Sixth street.
church
yeeterdaye Where the Bee Sucks
Under
the
auspices
be paid to such orders when given morning the Rev. S. B. Moore,
of
the
Matinee has often visited here where she cers through Colonel Brewer, who
CURTAINS OF all descriptions
the
PLUCKY RIDER
to our carriers. Sun Publishing Co pastor united In
marriage
Miss Musical club, Tuesday evening, at the made many friends. She is regent will leave for the Norfolk convention washed and ironed for 35 cents per
-Dr, Car: M. Sears extracted by Marne Oates and Mr. H. F. Aten, of Eagles'
auditorium.
early in May.
pair. 1102 Washington.
Adults 50 of the St. Louis chnpter, D. A. R
i'ses Her Foot To Save Herself From
Mrs, J. H. Steffen, of St. Louis, Is
children 2.5 rents.
using a heavy magnet, a small par- St. Louis in the auditorium, a class cents,'
ANTEfl-Position
WImminent Danger.
with wholesale
•
here visiting her husband. She is a YOUNG GFA/Ittihl BAUER.
ticle of steel, which flew into the ;eft meeting being held in the pastor's
house as assistant bookkeeper or
guest of Mrs. Henry Hans, Fifth and
eye of John Jacob, colored,'while he study. Mrs. W. C. Gray and Mrs. A. %Ace State Regent Kentucky D.
le SEVERELY INJURED stock clerk. Best of references. AdOnly by kicking
A. R.
herself from
worked at an emery wheel at the W. Parker, members of the church,
While playing baseball Saturday, dress Clark, care The Sun.
Mrs. M. B. Nash, of Paducah, was Washington streets.
harm's 'way when falling from a
witnessed
the ceremony-.
Miss Clara Wolff and Mrs. Kather- George Saner, son of J. G. Bauer,
SherriSI-King mill in Mechanicsburg
re-elected to the office of Mate rice
FOR RENT-Apartment in Moore plunging horse did Miss Laura Obthis morning.
regent at the recent Continental con- ine Harrow, of Evansville, ace visit- 605 North Seventh
street, was Fiats, 613 Clay.
erhausen
of 405 South Twenty.
Electric lights and
Better a dollar bill in the hand gress of
-Drink Belvedere, the Paducab'
the D. A. R. In Washington ing their brother, Mr. J. L. Wolff, struck In the right ear by the ball gas. Apply
first street. cashier at Culley's store,
to
T.
J.
Moore,
607
N.
than two due WTI in the pocket.
and his ear driim was seriously inCity. This is Mrs. Nash's st4ond term In the city.
beer.
escape probably ,fatal injuries SunSixth street.
Miss Ruth Roundtree has returned jured. He was unconscious for a
--We give you better carriage and
day afternoon, while horseback ridFOR
SAL10-424
acre
well ine
Dr. Vernon Blythe dressed
better service for the money, than
after a visit to her mother in Little while.
ing. On "Clark between Nineteenth
A SIX FOOTER.
hls injury and he Is getting along proved farm, live miles fron9 Pade- and Twentieth streets her horse
is given by any transfer conSpany in
Cypress,
becah
on
Blandvill
e
road. Apply to W. came
America. Fine earl-ewes for special
J. 0. Neuffer, Assailant superin- all right today.
unmanageable and Miss OberW.
Buchanan
.
Lone
Oak,
Ky.
occasions on short notice, also elehausen realizing she was linable to
tett-dent of machinery of the Illinois
--MEN.-Our 19.07 catalogue ex- control him, started to jump.
Interesting Debate,
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
Central railroad, wale in the 'city this
Her
The semi-annual meeting of the plains how we teach barber trade in foot caught in the stirrup and apeetaCarpet
-Huy the Earthquake
morning on a special car, No. 2. Mr.
Cleaner, the best on earth, at BlederNeuffer left on the Louisville pas- Sunday eehool raise of Mrs Mildred few weeks, maiael free. Moler Barber tors turned to avoid seeing her tram..
mannt,
pled underfoot. With great presence
senger train at 11:26 o'clock after F. Davis at her home, 62.0 Kentucky College, St. Louis Mo.
_a_
avenue, on Saturday evening, 'was a
teOR
KENT -.Co brick store of mind the young lady kicked herlooking over the local situation.
moot pleasant occasion. The debate ionises, Eleventh and Broadway
self to one aide. and no sooner did
PADUCAH AND ILLINOIS
, one
she alight than she was up again
"Reselved. That a Man Receives His two-story
FERRY CO. ORGANIZED
brink
business
FIRST STReWBERRIE$
house
and In pursuit of the liberated horse.
FROM M'CRACKEN COrmtv Reward for Weindoing and Punish- Thirteenth and Clay. Paduesat Wee
Articles of incorporation of the
ment for Evil-letting In This World, as lig company.
"Paducan and Illinois Ferry compaJUIX1E LIGHTFOOT WILL
WANtEtn--To buy •fud
McCracken county
strawberries Well as In the Next," was most Inblood
ny" were fried Saturday in county
IMPROVE COUNTY GROUNDS
are on market. Sunday dinner tables teresting. The alnrmation, Prof. W. stock brokn leghorn or barred Plycourt with- a capitalizatton of $36,County Jugs* R. T. Lightfoot was
It
Snag
and
Mr,
Merritt
were furniehed
won
mouth
ole.r
rock
with the luscious
chlekene.
Address K,
this afternoon mapping but plans her
e00 nivkded Into shares of $25 each.
berries, which rants' from Mr. &mil- Meters. Clay, chappoll and Oox, who ease Sun, staling
strain and lowest'. improving the court
Following -SW.11re Aortae:Mere:- Robhouse sar•ia.
lions Fowler's farm. He Is an ardent Finis-ported the negative. The Judge
prem.
'
,
ert Owen, 498; Jamie Owen, 498,
eine have the eciabler figures on ti•
advocate of market gardening for were Dr. Vernon Blythe, Wears. Wil- I -LEW
Gym( - Wt have-a-few entrance posts painted
and Brack Owen 4 shares. The stockblue and tke
Paducah and takes great pride in the liam Waft and Watson Doehrnon. The spring
wagons and buggies that we other gray. I shall plant
holders own
the steamer Bettie
a hedge 00
scientific cultivation of berries.
prize tor the best speech, however. must
get out of our way, and to ds tooth sides of
Owen,
Miss Cotit "You ors not tall enough to be my 'sweetheart."
each walk and
will
was won by Mr. Frank Chappell, of
*111: sell at a bargain. If sold
Mr. Cral : "Well, I *net know so much shots( that. I am it,six tooter. What
at have double the number of flowerbeJs
The nearer you get to a dollar the the negative side. it was one of
once. Sexton Sign Works 16th sail and shrubs we
• e 0 you VoRrt#1"
Sunecribc for The Hun.
bad last year". 1s•
Smaller it looks
'Robert Leitia Stevenson's works.
Madison. Phone 401,
stated.
*
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Iarment$ of 6tqle and Qualitii

Hart's Lovely
Porch Swings

Juits
$17.50 to $35

LOCAL NEWS

dkirts
$5.90 to $17.50

They R
Strong,
Adjustable
and pretty

SKULL FRACTURED

The price is very low
Kall and C.

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.

•

•
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SPRIN6 FURNITURE SHOWN
W

HYFORE tell you of our immense and attractive exhibition of new things in housefurnishings---it needs to be seen to
be comprehended and appreciated.
Suffice to say that our buyers have
, exceeded even our brightest expectations and that never before
have we had such a showing.
BegIstere• Tries Mart.
Everything for the home in just
•
/ Bohn S)phon Refrigerators
' a little better style and quality Send a germ-killer current to every
corner of the food-chambers. 6 to 15
than you would naturally expect. degrees
colder than any other,
Your Kitchen is I he
Heart of Your Home
See

are wonderful lirte of

DIRECT ACTION
GAS STOVES
Then figure the saving in cash
and labor.

Brass and Iron Beds
Inspection and Comparison of Our Complete Line ot
Carpets, Druggests, Mattings, etc„ is
all we ask of you. Then we well know
the result Here you will find in large
assortment Willingham, Biglow, Bagdad and Royal Wilton Dr uggets, as
well as the cheaper Tapestry and AxSieeboards to Pleas All minster kind. Prices guaranteed less
New styles just received.
you will pay for same quality in
$17.50 will buy one well than
worth /12,5.00.
much larger cities.
--i

Are just the proper article now.
Our assortment was never larger.
$18.50 wilt get a beauty in
full braes.

4111.

Are bandy articles for summer months. We have
,i.e full steel ones as cheap as
$5.00

Open an account with
us. It is yours for the
asking.

Don't overlook the fa c
that we are headquarters for

CHINAWARE,
as we show you the largest line
ever before in the city.

For elegance and service Mission Dining
Room Sets are just the thing, as they ,stand
hard usage. $42.50 will buy a complete
set. See our large assortment.

Porch and Lawn Sets

BED DAVENPORTS

Are open and reedy for inspection. See our line
of "Old Hickory" Sets. They lest always.

Just the thing for parlor or living room. We show all
styles. $26.00 gets a nice one.

Chiffoniers

LIONOGRAPII

Are handy pleCes of furn'itnre. We have them in
all prices, Myles and
finish. $12 will get
one elegant in appearance. See full line before buying.

And the Latest
R:cords

•

TWICE-TOLD TEWCP•IONV.

'PERIMILE COBRA.

Hindu Snake Charmer Uses This Paducah People Are Doing All They
Terrible ltepi ile,
can for Pelioa Sufferers.

The Hindu snake charmer in the
Paducah testimony has been puboriental department of the Pa.wnea Imbed to prove the merit of Doan's
Bill show, which 'appears here on
Paducah
Significant Action o the Ken- April 26, invariably use the cobra-di- Kidney Pilltr.to others in
who suffer from bad backs and kidcapello or hooded snakes, in their
ney -ills. Let any sufferer doubt that
ton County Convention
performances. It is difficult to une cures made by Doan's Kidney
derstand how the harsh, discordant
Pills are thorough and lasting, we
notes of their music can produce any
produce confirmed proof—statements
Fast Run Is Made at Lexington To effect on the deadly reptiles,
and
from
Paducah people saying that the
Say,* Life
of Infant—
yet that it. does is unquestionable.
Never a Stop.
Their fangs are never removed. The cures they told of years ago were
charmer will take snakes he nevef permanent. Here's a Paducah case:
J. W. Wooten, retired, of 1es3
saw before in his life, provided they
Burnett street, Paducah. Ky., says:
cobras,
are
and
them
subdue
without
CAR RITNS AT FULL SPEED
difficulty.
"About seven years ago 1 gave a
The snekes are carried around in statement for publication telling of
wicker baskets, the tops of which are the great merits of Doan's Kidney
Covingten, Ky., April 22.— A. T. securely fastened when moving from Pills and what they had done for we
Slier was the unanimous choice to place to place, and when exhibiting, after other reniedies had failed to
succeed himself as railroad commis- are not released until the music has
even help me. I was at that time a
sioner at two Republican conventions gone on for sufficient time to attract sufferer
from backache and kidney
today. Both Campbell county and their attention. The charmer knows
trouble of years standing. My rest
Kenton county will send delegates in- when it is safe lb handle them.
at night was greatly broken and my
structed for the incumbent.
When the proper moment has arrivhealth was greatly run down. I learnIn addition, each convention de- ed, he seizes them fearlessly and
ed of Doan's Kidney Pillis and proclared in favor of the present na- handles them as carelessly as If they
tional administration, and Kenton were inanimate objects, being care- cured them at DuBois & Co.'s drug
store. I took them us directed and
county
went even further.
The ful, however, to replace them in the
greatest interest was in the resolu- baskets when the danger point is was greatly benefited.- This was seven years ago and at this Czne. Feb.
tions adopted, which indorsed
the reached.
18; 19.07, I think even more highly
present national administration, and
A drunken Hindu stumbled over
stated that in order for the Repub- one of the baskets, displacing the of this remedy than I did then as it
licans to win in the next national lid, on the day the score of charm- has stood the test. I most heartily
election they should nominate a man ers sailed from Calcutta for the Paw- endorse Doan's Kidney Pills."
in fall accord with the policies of nee Bill show. Quick as a flash a
For sale by dealers. Price 50
the present administration and who reptile buried its fangs In the unfor- cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
would carrry out its policies.
tunate man's leg and in three hours New York, sole agents for the linite4,
More significance Was attached to he was dead.
States.
tne resolutions in that
the Hon.
Remember the name—Doan's—
Richard P. Ernst, chairman of the
Subscribe for The Sus.
andN take no other.
Republican state executive committee, was a member of the committee
on resolutions. By some, the stand of
the committee was taken to indicate
the 'tend of the Republicans throughout the state in regard
to their
choice for the presidential nomination.
Fast Run To Save Baby's Life.
Lexington, Ky., April 22.— The
baby son of William F. Simms. one
of the wealthiest citizens of Woodford connty, whose home is at the
famous
Woodburn
farm,
was
brought to St. Joseph hospital here
this evening on a ;pedal trolley card
from Paris, the car being run at full
speed from Paris to the door of the
hospital, as an immediate surgical
operation was necessary to save the
child's life.
The baby was accompanied by the
Parents, nurse and two Paris physi-Ian's, and in an hoar after its arrival the operation was performed and
It is believed to have been successful.
The operation was for mastoids, a
bony growth being
removed from
pressing on the brain near the ear.
The child is about two years old.

ye

1

A New Phone in your residence,
One in your store,
The two,
Only costs four.

PADUCAH HOME TEtEPHONE CO, Inc.
,,Business Phone
Residence Phone

_.--4.42.50 Per Month
.01.50 Per Month

Grace Emery, the
16-year-old
laughter of J. A. Emery, will be taken to the Home of the Good Shepherd at Louisville by request of the
father. Chief of Police James Cslline arranged for the girl to be admitted. Her father states that.. she
ran away from home in the county
and rented rooms in Mechanicsburg,
where she began associations with
women
of questionable character.
Sheriff John Ogilvie will take her to
Louisville
with women
prisoners
sentenced during ttne April term of
McCracken circuit court..
Down, POI, ore
For tomorrow what you can do today.
If you put off buying a bottle of Ballard'. Snow Liniment ttv,tten that pain
cornea you won't have any, buy a bottle today. A positive cure for Rheumatism. Burns, Cuts, Sprains, Contracted Muscles, etc. T. S. Graham, Prairie
grove, Ark., writes: "I wish to thank
you for the good results I received
from Snow Liniment. It positively
ured me of Rheumatism after others
sad failed.
Sold by all druggist..
Lem We Forget.

Just received over 1,000 new records in both disc and cylinder. (all
in and pick out just what you have been looking. We will be pleased
to play them for you.

22

SIXTEEN YEAR-OLD-GIRL
GOES TO GOOD SHEPHERD

Buy Now
Pay Later
BED COTS

APR/I.

LIBRARY TABLES
in the new patterns are hare. 'See
how cheap you can get a beauty.

BUY NOW
PAN' LATE R

TO go back no further than 1901.
for example, we shall find that there
were blizzards and snows tar Into
April, and that overcoats were necessary right up to the end of June.
There was one day late in April when
the thermometer suddenly rat? up
past SO degrees and as suddenly
dropped 340 degrees. In 1892 the
spring was late and cold and it rained
all summer. In 1903 the thermometer hardly ever got above 79 even
eluting th.e summer months--Chicage
Chronicle.

*

f

This cut illustrates a player piano, or a player in a piano. This is made
by our company. Both piano and play er are high grade. Have thh indorsement of leading artists. and the guarantee of our company. The player
does not affect the piano and when it is to be used by the hands the
pedals
and front are closed and It has everyappearance of a piano without a
player. It is to be used where there is, or is not, a musician. It
will
teach the child time, tune and expression. It represents the highest degree of 'perfection in piano making.

W. T. MILLER c BRO.,

Goon rtnnosionter
Is the essential chartteteriatic of met.
snti women. Invaluable to gond bud-less men and necessary to housewives.
1 woman shows good judgment when
the buys White's Cream Vermatere for
'ler baby. The host worm medicine
over offered to mothers. many indeed
tre the sensible mothers who write es
,resating their gratitude for the good
health, of their children, which they
lire to the use of Wpite's Cream Ver.
rn Huge.
Sold by all druggists.
Deacon Wigg—Now, that was a
finished discourse.
Farmer 'Wags—Yes; but,.do you
Snow, I thought it never Wield be
—.Judge.

Distant relative,' se:do rhettend
who dies Poor

•••••••••

BOTTLING in bond is
all right, but there
must be quality behind the
little green stamp. Al!
bonded bottling looks alike
to Uncle Sam as long as
the tax has been paid.
Discriminating people that
know prefer
Early

Times
R

Jack Beam

Tronble Is mighty shy when it sees
man coming along and whiatlingsa
'-,‘ walks.

futeral of a man

518 BROADWAY

the
4111111111016.

4

4
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Bold Step.
avesecome the well-grounded and
feaeonable objections of the more intelligent to the use of secret, medicinal compounds, Dr. It. V. Pierce, of Buffalo, M
Y.,some time ago,devidod to make a bold
departure from the usual course permed
by the makers of putorn medicines for domestic use, a.. so has published broad41st and
y to the whole world, a full
Lod comp
list of all the ingredients
entering in
he c• poeitionof his widely
celebrated • t• i .es. Thus he has taken
his nume
mons and patients into
his full 'al nce. Thus too he has reruov•• i eedicines from among secret
nostr • of doubtful merits. and made
the,. 'medics of Known Composuton.
•
•• )
a show

To

•

'Mani
4I111atria -FrirEiWarr3

rd A MAKER 1
OF HISTORY
By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM,

Author of `The Master Mummer:" "A Prince of Sinners."
"Mysterious Mr.
&bin.- "Anna tne Adventuress," Etc.
Copyright. 1905, 1e06. by LITTLE. BROWN. and
COMPANY.

•
1

110t
rants to so t ect t em
1 • n11
•
•et only .0fS the wrapper of every bottle
of Dr. Pleree's Gulden Medical Discovery. the
famous medicine for weak stomach. ;.-rpid
liver or biliousness and all catarrhal
diseases
wherever located, have printed
it. fn
plain English. a full and completeeupon
dest of all
the ingredients composing it„.bnt,
a
small
hook has been compiled trete numerous
standard medical works, of all.
differept
schools of practice, containing the
numere..s extracts from the writingsvery
of leading
mace:Goners of medicine, endorsing
in the
sfrontio,1 Possible terms, each and every ingredient contained is Dr. Pierce's medicines.
One of these little books will be mailed
free
to any one sendmrackiress on_ postal card
or
be letter. to-Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo. N. Y..
and requesting the same. Poen this little
book it will be learned that Dr. Pierce's
medicines contain no alcohoL narrotics, mineral
agents or other poisonous or Injurious agents
and that they are made from native. medicinal roots of great value; also that some of
the most valuable ingredients contained
in
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription for weak.
nervous, over-worked. 'run-clown." nervous
and debilitated women. were employed, long
years ago, by the Indians for similar ailments
affecting their squaws. In fact, one
of the
most valuable medicinal plants mitering
into
the composition of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription was known to the Indians as
"Scuaw-Weed." Our knowledge of
the uses
of not a few of our most valuable native,
medicinal plants was rained from the Indians.
As made eus by trup_roved
and
exact
processes. the "Favorite Prescription" is a most
efficient remedy for regulating all the womanly functions, correctin
displacements, as
prodapsus, an tevenxion gand
retorrerstote
Overcoming 'painful periods, toning
up the
nerves and bringing about a perfect state
health. Sold by all dealers in medecineae of

TAFT AND HUGHES

dulge to the full his admiration of ber.
Site bad affected him'in a most curious
mauner. Another man would have dcecMred Limed(' In love with her. It
was not isossibte that she could be
any one but Miss Fielding. That start TICKET THAT IS MOST POPULAR
which he had fended that lie had no'WITH ADMINISTRATION.

Politicians Say It It. strongest combination That Could Ile
Named,

••••••• MINMEMitoi

•••
•18.12

1042.11111110111k111111111.1.1111111111Wahe

American -German National Bank
Capital
Surplus anti untlitided profits
StockItollitt's liability

$Z30,000.00
-100,t100.00

Total
'total resources
DIRECTORS:
W. E. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorne
ys; J. A.
Bauer, W'holesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of
Kolb Bros. & Co.,
Wholesale' Driers's; H. A. Petter. of H, A. Petter
Supply Co.; Bout
Supplies; ('. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,Wholesale
Dry Goods;
Muscoe Burnett, Supt. & Treas. Paid. Water Co.
GEO. ('. TROMPS(' 11.7a, President..,
T. J. ATKINS, Vice President,
ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.
•••••••••

Washihgton, Aps.11 22.—Taft and
Hughes. That is the ticket which
seems to appeal to the majority of
the administration followers, it is
"as
claimed, and they point out the fact WA\
that the preliminary campaign prac
ticaEY is concentrated !ti two states,
Ohio and New York.
In each state the president
has
or Money Back
been attacked personally. and in each
Cintrac
given,
t
backeci
$300.000 00 capital awl 18 years' success
state he _has the right to ask for persona] vindication, through
the Indorsement of a candidate in sympa28 Colleges in 16 States. Indorsed by business men.
No vacation
thy with, his point of view in governBookkeeping, Short- completing courte For -Catalcgu
e Hi" on
BY MAIL ii a n d, Penman ship.
mental matters. The idea of coupHome Study or "Catalogue " on *Heading
Law.
Letter
Writing,
English,
Drawing,
hag the secretary of war with tbe
Illus. College. phone ie
1:55. or call on or address
'rating, etc. Money back if not sttkfied site- Manager
Drsn'tb - *Practical BusinessCollege:
governess of New York has proved a
PADUCAH;310 Broadway: or Evansville, St. 1.
cols, or Memphis.
popular
.one. Experienced politicians
say it would be about as strong a
combination Ws could
he secured.
These two men would bring fOrce to
the ticket, and do it, too, in a state
more or ;less uncertain, according to
ordinary political standards.
It should not be understood. of
course, that President Roosevelt is
behind the ticket, but the names of
Taft and Hughes are grouped together so often by people who are in the
confidence of the president as to. give
the impression that this ticket would
meet with his approval tooth extraordinary degree.

(Continued from Yesterday.)

forgot that he had breakfasted at 8
O'clock.
CHAPTER xi'.
"Charming young person, that!" said
UNCOMBE leaned his gun up
against a gate. A few yards Lady Buuton's neighbor to her, sOlitiee
away his host was talking to of our future duchesses, 1 suppose?"
Lady Keaton smiled.
the servants who-had brought
"Lots of money. Teddy," she andown luncheon. The rest of the party
were only Just in sight a Reid or two swered. "What a pity you haven't a
title."
off.
The young man-hi: was In the for"Have a glass of sherry before lunch.
oftlee-lighel and shook les bead.
George?" his host asked, strolling to- eign
"Such Genes are cot for me." he deward him.
clared sententiously. "My affections
"Nothing to drink, thanks. I'd like
are eagaged."
a cigarette if you have one."
"That isn't the least reason why you
Lord Itunton produced his ease, and
shoulthet merry money." her ladyship
a servant brought them matches. They
deAlared, liehtIng a cigarette. "Go and
both leaned over the gate and watched
talk to her!"
the (scattered little party slowly com"Can't spoil sport!" he answered,
ing toward them
shaking htla head. -By Jove! Dun"Who Is your friend, Fielding?" Dun- combo
is making the ruining, though,
conthe asked a little bluntly.
Iluet he?"
"The 'flume, yes," she tinstacrest. "but
"Fellow from New York," Lord MinHer ladyship raised her glasses.
not Dec p.men." ton answered. "lie's been very decent Duncombe and
Miss Fielding had
to my brother out there, and Archibald itrolled outside the
ticed. the sudden ageing ef her face,
barn. He was
wrote-and asked me to do all we could showing her his house,
the look almost of fear: Absurd! He
a very picturfor them. The girl is very handsome. esque old place it looked,
was losing his nerves. It nets not posdown in the
sible, he told himself steadfastly. And
You'll see her at dinner tonight."
valley.
"It's nothing but a farmhouse, of yet"He seems to enjoy the little things "Here for long?" Some of the 'wotnen were foHnwing
"No, unfortwately," Lord Bunton -edurse." he said. "No pretensions
of life."
at
them in a leisurely sort of way beltiud.
answered. "I had very hard work to architecture or anything of that
sort,
"Yes, he has seven small chi:Miss Fieltihng was Mere walkiag a litget them to come at all. Cicely has of course, but it's rather a comforta
ble
dren and a runabout. —Cleveland written
tle tipart. She carried her hat in her
them three or four times, I old place."
Plain Dealer,
Wink, but they've always had engage"I think it is t.,rfectly charming," band. - The wind, wheel, w;is blowing
the skirts of her white cloth dream
ments. They're only staying till Mon- the girl said. "Do you live there
all
about her, was making havoc in her
day. I think. Very quiet.- inoffensive alone? You have sisters, perhaps?"
WHY
Have a torpid liver when Herbine, the sort of chap. Fielding, but the
glorious hair: She walked wed] bee
Ile shook his head.
girl's a
only liver regulator, will hnlp you?
-No such luck," he answered. "Mine bend thrown hack, with all the effortThere is no reason why you should ripper. Hello! Here they are. I'll
His Dear Om mother.
suffer from Dyspepsia, Constipation, iutroduce you."
Is entirely's bachelor establislitnept. A lees grnce-of youth-n light heart, an
Chills and Fever or any liver com"My dear old mother, who is now
easy
conscien
ce.
He
deliberat
ely
left
A
(scent
groom
part of the time I am alone. Just
had thrown open the gate
plaints, when TTerblne will - cure you.
F. C. Watts, Westville, Fla.
of the field across which they were now I hare a pal staying wIth me-- his plate and walked back to meet her. eighty three years old, thrives on El"I was sick for a month withwrites:
looking, and Lady Ituntou from the awfully decent chafe from Devon- She wayed her hand gayly. There was ectric Bitters," writes W. B. Brunson,
and fever, and after taking twochills
bot:rotor in her clieeke now and her eyes of Dublin, Ga.
tles of Herbine am well and healthy.
"She has taken them
" box seat of a small mail phaeton shire"
Sold by all druggists.
waved her whip. She drove straight
She was certainly silent for a mo- laughed into his. The shadows were for about two Years and
enyoys an
• aeross the ferrets's toward them a little ment. He fancied, too, that there was gone. He felt that this was madness, excellen
t appetite, feels strong and
and
yet
he
said
what
Even tile dignified man
he
had
come
wow:4 reckleasly, the groom running behind.' chnnge in her face.
sleeps • well." That's the way Electric
"From Devonshire?" she repeated, back to say.
By her side was a girl with coils of
rather bend a lithe than go broke.
"I thought thae you might be inter- Bitters affect the aged, and the same
deep brown hair and a thick black veil with a carelessness which, If it was net
worn after the fashion of the travel- 'laterite was exceedingly well assumed. ested to know, Miss Fielding, that you happy results follow in all cases of
"f believe I knew some people once will meet the gentleman-with the fensa:e weakness and general debility.
tug American.
"Inst in time, aren't we?" Lady Bun- Who moue from there. What is your same name as your friend-this even- Weak, puny children
too, are greatly
ing. Lord Mutton bus been good
Very highly ton remarked as she brought the horses frieud's name, Sir George?"
strengthened by them. Guaranteed ENGINEER ('RAPP
CHAPPEL
EL WILL
He turned slowly toward her.
enough to ask him to come- up and
recommended for to a standstill. "Help me down, Jack,
also for stomach, liver and kidney
TAKE CHARGE oF NEW WORK
"Andrew Pelham," he said quietly. dine."
chronic dyspepsia and look after Miss Fielding, Sir
troubles, by all druggists. Vec.
She noddedgayly.
a n d indigestion, George. By the bye,'have you two met "lie conies from a place called ltaynesREMOVED TO THIRD AND
"What n crowd of sentimental memworth."
Mr. F. *W. Chappel, an inspector
also habitual con. yet'!"
lIe Is staying here now-with you?" ories his coming will evoke," sho de- HYPNOTISM GIVES JOY
Dtmeour
ne
bowed-h
was
KENTUCKY. -s
e
barehead
tinder City Engineeeel,. A, Washingstipation. F o r
clared. -Be nice to me. won't you,
"Yea," he answered gravely.
etl-and held out his hands.
TO
OE DENTIST. ton, has resigned
children it will be
Book
Binding, Bank Work, Lewd
and will leave toIt was not his fancy this time; of and help me dispel them?"
"I saw, Mks Fielding for a moment
found_ useful in laatsnigh
morrow for Covington, teate, to beand Library Work a specialty.
t,"#te taideer, rather. I didn't that he felt sure. Her Mee for the mo- ' "Perhaps," he said, smiling with a
Philadel
phia,
April
22 --The
colds, hoarseness, see her. We were
come resident civil engineer and su
introduced, however. ment had been the color of chalk; a great relief, "I might prefer toetteeand log of
teeth by ":uggestive anaesconstruct a few on iny own account."
and for weak, What do you think of
perintendent for the in
our maligned little exclamation had been strangled
.
stallation of a
EVANSVILLE,
"Go and do your duty." she com- th('sii" was demonstrated this aftersickly children it English weather, Miss Fieldiug?" be upon her lips. She shot a quick
PADUCAH
AND
sanitary sewer sistern. He is we]:
manded. laughing.
glance at him. He met it steadily.
noon in the dental department of
is par exCellence asked.
known,
a
capable
man,
and
leaves
Duncambe hastened to his place. 1149 the Medico-Chirurgic
"Yon know the name?" he asked.
CUB° LINE.
as a tonic and
She erased her veil and looked at him
al hospital be- many
friends in Paducah. Engineer
eyes were bright. Ha felt that he was
She shook her head.
(Incorporated)
fore a large attendance of dental
tiesh builder, ton- deliberately. Ile had been prepared
Washington has not recommended a
-The name, yea." she answered,"but walking upon air.
ing up thestomach for this meeting, and yet it was with
"What a doubte distilled ass I nearly students, dentists and surgeons.
not the Denton. A very old _friend of
succeaso
r. but has several, appOca- Illvaaaville and
diffIctit
y
that
be
refraine
d
front
a
and correcting inPaducah Packets.
The patient was placed in a toe)
elate. The likeness to the photograph, mine was called Andrew Pelhatn. but made of myself!" be muttered.
dons under consideration.
digestion and a
notic
was
he
an American. and he has never
state by William E. lieffman,
which even at that moment was in his
disposition to- pocket,
been in England. It startled me,
(To Be Continued.)
a student- in the -junior class of the
wasewouderful. She looked a
Girl (to crying little brother)-though, to heat the exact name again
ward constipa- little older perImps. There
dental college. The operation of exwere shad- from
you."
tion.
Hard Times In Kansas.
We can ows in her face of which there were
tracting the tooth was performed by "Aren't you ashamed of yourself.
Site was herself again. Her explauaDick. Bobbie says he has already
recommend this 'no trees in the picture. And yet the
The old days of grasshoppers and Dr.
William McKinley, in charge of
Oen was carelessly given. It sounded
(Delay Except Sunday.)
given you two bites."
oil to be absolute- likeness was wonderful.
drouth are almost forgotten in the the extracti
even
convinci
ng
ng,
departm
but Duneombe himSteamers Joe Fowler and John S.
ent of the col"Today at least is charming," she
ly the purest oil
Diek—"But it's my apple!"-1.1fe.
self was not Convinced. He knew that prosperous Kansas of today; aethough lege. At first it looked as
leave Paducah for Evansif the paon the market. geld -But, then, I am quite used to she wanted him to
a (Risen of Codell. Earl ehamburg, tient. J.
be.
He
felt
her
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
F.
your
Climmer
climate, you know. ' I--have lived
ford, who is also
We have it in :lc,
eyes peeking his, studying his face. has not yet forgotten a herd
It is aatoulshing how fast things
time he in the junior class of the college,
in Europe utmost as much as in AmerSpecial excursion rate now in eftiOz and $1 bottles.
Perhaps she was only anxious that lie encountered.
come to you wheu yen really do not fect
ica."'
He says: "I was worn was not going to succumb
from Paducah to Evansville and
to the inshould not misunderstand.
Give it a trial and
want them.
She certainly hail no trace of any ac.
out and discouraged
by coughing fluence of Hoffman, but after
return,
$4.4'.e. Elegant music on the
"George
.
are
you
ready?"
his hod
be convinced of its cent. She spoke
four
a little more slowly railed out. "We're
Neat. Tabl unsurpaased.
going to take night and day, and could find no re- attempts Cummerford becamu a pervalue.
perhaps thau most young EnglishwoThere is something good in everylief till I tried Dr. King's New Dis- fect subject.
Smith's pastures."
We also have a complete new stook men, but there was nothing
whatever
thing if one only goes about it In
"Quite!" Duncombe answered. "Un- covery. it took lese than one bottle
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
of alruga, chemicals, patent medicines in her words or in her pronunciation
At the instance of the hypnotist.
til this evening, Miss Fielding."
the right was to get it out.
to completely cure tie." The safest Cummerford walked
and toilet articles. A fall line of Pal- of them to suggest a transatlantic orto the leutietes
"You are dining at Bunton Place?"
Leaves Pak arab for Cairo and
anti most reliable cough and cold chair, seated himself
poet's and Hazell's pertunties and toilet igin. Site stied by his site, looking she asked quietly.
Inki
and went to
CUT FLOWERS.
about
her
with
an
sir
interest,
landings at 8 a, ire sharpe, daily, exof
and
preparations, Prescriptions tilled by
"Yes," be answered. "Will you tell cure and lung and throat healer over sleep. - Dr. aleKiniey, who had prevDuacoLu
be
began
to ooteler whether, me all about your
cept Sufaday. Special excursion
registered pharmacists only. Free
diacovered. Guaranteed by all drag- iously prepared
Andrew Pelham?"
ratan
the forceps, extract- Choice Carnations, per dos. .... 50e
lifter all, she was not more beautiful
now in effect from Paducah to Cahn
She raised her eyes to his and smiled. gists. frOc and $1.00. Trial
telephone. Delivery to any part of
Roses,
best
grade
ed
the
bottle
per
tooth and then Hoffman said;
doz. .. $1.01
than the photograph which he had
"Do you think that you would be in- free.
the city.
Roman Hyacinths, white, per dos. &Sit and return, with or wit-'.out meals
treasured so jealoustly. He became con"Wake up, it Is all over."
terested?" she asked.
1,d
sieio
etie of a desire to keep her by his
A choice lot of bedding plants of lend..room. Geed music and table unCuehnerford, as if struck
"You know that I should," he anfrom
surpassed .
all
kinds:
the rears jurtmed pUt a the chalr,
swered quietly. Sill PI us 7511. aseselli sal'realm
Had Them (messing.
*For further Information
"Is yOur lather- shooting, Miss FieldFree
delivery
apply to
Os
For a time lie shot badly: then he felt
any
The new ambassador of the "linked face 'wreathed in sties. The tooth
part of the
ing
S.
A. Fowler General Pass. I gent, or
city.
that his hoot's eye was upon hint and States Mr. Henry NV/thee/lad the
which
was
extracte
d, was a parlicugift
She laughed softly.
Given Fowl's.-, City Pass. Agent, at
pulled himself together. But he was
SCHMA t'S ni(os..
of tongues which is not generally the :art) bad case to operate upon.
"You don't know my father, Sir
Fowler-Crumbaugh & CoOt. elite
never at his beet. He felt that the
%nth nhonea *51
case with his countrymen.
George." She ansavred. "Ile hates ex- whole
liceh nkrett- Na.II
world of his sensations had been
tsrcise, detests being out of doom, nod
HOLDS
KISS IS NO DEBT PAII)11.
Some ttsne ago he w as at Venice
suddenly disturbed. It was impossible
Illti idea of paradise when he is away
that there conki be any connection be- With . his wife mid daughter. Each
from business Is to be in a large hotel
tween this girl and the photograith took -a cup of tea 'at a garden. Not far ()maim Court ILules M'onian mupot
where every one speaks English, where
Itcturu $100 She Borrowed.
there are tepee and special editions which had first fired him weth the im- from them at another table
were
METROPOLIS,
pulse to uudertake that most extraor- seated
and an American bar."
two Americans who did- not
I). A. Bailey, Prop.
dinary and quixotic Iniselon. Yet the
Duneombe laughed.
Omaha,
Apri:
know the diplomaL
Pries ?fewest and best hotel
Ply1ng-bitireen Memphis. Evansin the city
"Then I am afraid Mr. Fielding will feet remained that the girl herself had
"Ill bet," said one--the Yankees was awarded a judgment fof $110 Rates 42.00.
ville, Louisville, Cincinnati, St.
Two large Maniple
find It rather hard to amuse himself had very mach the same effect mom
today
in
the
district
court for money MOM/. Bath rooms,
him as his find sight of the photo always bet, "that he IS an American;
Louis and Vicksburg.
down here," he remarked.
Electric Lights
Lekves
loaned to nrs. Elizabeth Betz, who
"Well, he's distrovered the telephone," graph. It was a coineklenee. of course. he looks oil for the ladles"
TP•
ir only centrally located Hotel ta
Memphis every Tuesday
for
Fielding
claimed
Miss
was
dimming
'the
debt
. There
had been satisfied' Welty,
"No," said the other, "he is .Regshe said. "Mee spending the morning
Evansville. Louisville arid Cinby a kiss which she had planted on
ringing up people all over the country. was no reason why lie should not la: Lab. He has alread, drank
cinnati. 'Leave Cincinnati every
three
The following reduced rates
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE SOIle was talking to his bankers when
cups of tea. An Alnerican would be the plaintiff's fere at his request.
Wednesday for St. Louis, Memare announced:
LICITED.
we came out. Oh, here come the rest
•The loan was made several years
content with only one."
phis and Vicksburgt. Pass Paduof
them.
How tired they look. Poor
Los Angeles, Cal.— Mystic
cah going up every Thursday.
At that moment a waiter appeared. ago, and the defendant explained
things---expecially the baron! Nature
Shrine and German Baptist
that .when she inquired as to
Pam Paducah going down every
Tbe
ambassador addressed Mtn
never meant him to tramp'over plowed
the
in
tium.she would be expected to repay
Brethren, April 25th to May
Saturday.
fields. I am sure. lanron, I was plat
unitupeacheble Italian.
saying hew warm you look."
Brook port,
18th.
"Bah!" cried the Americans In the the money, she was told not to mind
Round trip, /60.50,
The baron took off' his cap, gave up
Real $I a Dip.
eatne breath. "He** a Roman."--- about that,
barpthing 0
limit July 31st.
his gun to a keeper and turned n glowOffice Richmond Blouse,
"Just give me a kiss, and we w,11
Ira). A. Lacing, ?tightest
Translated from Le CO de Pads.
ing
face
toward
them.
Los Angeles,.Cal.— Eleetric
Telephone 641-R.
call It square," Nicholas is reported
.
"Ms dear young lady," be declared,
ilouriehold AmmoniaMedical Association, June 8th
to have said to the woman, who is
prelim.
am
"I
I
Crimina
admit
It,
good
but
it
l
le
Attack.
a
A
large
bottle
'
to 15th; limit August 31st.
100
for nie-very good, indeed. I tried to
on an Inoffensive citizen Is frequently handsome widow of some 50 rears of IT. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
Round trip, $60.50.
Sponges, large size.
10c
innke your father walk with us. Ile
RIVER PACKET COMPANI
The court's suggemt ion that
made In that apparently useless little age
Jamestown, Va. — ExposiMadah Balls, pound
will be sure to suffer some day if he
1(4
the
kiss
sheald
be
returned
tube
was not
called the "appendix." Ws gention, Aptill 19th to November
takes no exercise."
Chloride Lime, pound.
FOR TENNESSEE RIVEIFt.
AND CURE Ma
erally tho result of protracted consti- accepted Icy the defendant, who ap"Oh, father's never ill," the girl am
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
Kilt
Bug,
a
now
peared
poison
much
chagrin
ed.
Altered. "tint, then, he eats nnthing.
pation, following liver torpor.
Dr,
*Actuations on special dates;
•
Furniture Polish, bottle..------ 25c
Sir George, I hope ybu're going to de
King's New Life Pills regulate the
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
WITH
vote yourself-4o me at lunette-on. I'm
-Wh
y
is
Chntimis skins ... ...10c and 25c
It that love hen suc'n an
Ivor, prevent appendicitis, and estab10 days.
t erre lIestrangtr."
affection for rtehes?"
lab regular habits of the bowels. 215c
For information, apply to
"No tee all are." Ditty Milton (te"Because, you know, Cupid and
at all druggists.
etered. "Come alone, *very one."
City Ticket Officer, Pith and
cupidity are near kin,' - Baltimore
Prise
Luncheo
n
was served In a large (Men
Broadway or UnlOu, Depot.
MSS sae
$0.
Anterieso.
barn plestesetlYTHIgrant of dried hay
Ambition is the Shoire to mak..
LOS
Free Tr, I.
.1. T. DONOVAN,
Leaves Paducah Poe Traneesce Riven
and with n delightfUl view of the sea.
he world admit that You are RR
far away in the diatance. Miss Field
Went .oid tiickent (lure Dor ill
Every Wednesday at I p. m.
The t lifer MeitletIon In a fillet essiol
Agt City Ticket C ffice
great Cl you yonrsett think you are.
THROAT and LUNG TROVE.
Mg chattered to every one, was Annie
man is that he Insists on telling oth- I. W. *RIGHT,.
scIc tont Huyler's Candy.
Mtudwr
LES, or IIONET DACE.
R. M. IltATHER,
ing and amused. The baron gave her
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ers how to be hike him.
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Eastman Nokia&
as nitwit f his ettentIon RP he watt
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Agent-UnteteDepot
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Whole Atlantic Coast is in Danger
PADUCAH TEAMS
On Account Siesmic Disturbances
BOTH FARE BADLY

We Sharpen

•
New York, April 22.— A remark- six earthquakes. Added to these disSt. Louis Washingtons Defeat able series of earthquake tremors asters in the same period, several
hurricanes- have been reported. A
that has girdled the globe in tne past
Calle,' at Park
typhoon on Good Friday swept over
few days has not yet _entirely abatthe Caroline Islands, killing 230 of
ed. Shocks were reported today at the 800 innabitants of the Ululthi
Holland's Players Get Theirs st Lisbon, Constantinople, Mexico City group. The Gulf of Mexico was reand Chicopee, Mass. None of these cently turned into a bolang pot durHands of Metropolis Blues
disturabances did any damage or ing the Mexican earthquake and the
Across River.
caused any .loss of life or property so steamer La Providence, which arrived yesterday from Eifrope encounterfar as known.
Scientists, whose attention has ed a weird electrical hurricane, atSCORES OF THE BIG LEAGUE/i. been directed to the subject by tne tributed to seismic disturbances.
rapid succession of eattnqattkee, exScientists show that there are twe
plain that the earth
is ' passing great earthquake zones about the
Both the CuRey and 'john Holland through a period of unusual in.stabil- earth, in which a great per cent. of
baseball teams representing the best ity. Whether further indigestion in the shocks occur. One of these belts
east and
west
talent in Paducah, met defeat yes- the bowels of the earth threaten dan- swings roughly
ger to the more thickly popuiafed through Mediterranean region, Asia
terday, the former at the hands of
Himalayas,
portions of the world is a subject on Minor,
the Caucasus,
the Washingtons from St. Louis, and
America and
East Indies, Central
which the scientists differ widely.
the Latter by the Metropolis Blues at
One set of scientists believe a uni- West Indies. It catches 53 per cent.
MetroTiolis. The Culley-Washington
versal disaster
Is imminent, while of the quakes. The other belt circles
game was played at Wallace park
another group fears no such calami- the Pacific, along the Andes, up the
here.
ty, although agreeing
other slight west coast ,of North America across
not
Umpire Bean apparently did
to Asia, down to the Japanese' and
siesmic disturbances are possible.
have his eye on the ball, making sevDr. John M. Clark, state geologist Philippine Islands, extending to\New
eral bed decisions, but they favored of New York. says the entire Atlan- nealand.
•
the home team and little kicking was tic coast is by no means safe, alForty-one per cent, of the shocks
the
umpiring
on'y though he admits the shocks gener- occurred in this section. The thickly
was
done. His
real fatture of the game, except ally follow along the newer moun- populated districts of the world,emPitcher Arnold's feat of letting the tain ranges of the Pacifis.
bracing a surface 20 times that of
WashIngtons down without a hit.
Records kept 'here show that since the two earthquake zones, receives
The score:
December 3 there have been twenty- only 6 per cent. of the shocks.
R H E
Culleys
3 7 r.
Washingtons
4 0 4
Batteries—Arnold and Block; Martin and Chadwick.

LAWN MOWERS
Have the only machine in the
city built especially for sharpening lawn mowers, making
them just as good as new, securing the proper bevel that
is impossible to do by hand.
We give one free admission
ticket to either of the electric
theaters with each 50 cent
cost purchase.

L W. IIENNEBERGER CO.
incorporated.)

"The House of Quality."

„,,............fr.
a
3000 Subscribers
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WE SELL
THE BEST
PLOW SHOES
MADE

y

O u will be surprised and pleased at the value we
are giving in Work Shoes—soft yet durable.
Buys man's veal shoe—a splendid
value, too
-

$1,25
$1,50
$1.50

Buys man's oil grain Creedmore, buckle
or lace
$1.50

a

gusset—

Buys man's seamless kip with
,14_ one of the best

--$1

$1 25

Buys Man's seamless russet -blucher—
you can't match at price
81,50

ill 75

You can't tell much about shoes, we know, from reading the price. The prices we name above, however, are
as cheap as if bought at wholesale. In addition we
show you many space forbids mentioning.

ACCOUNTS SHORT

Metropolis Game.
UONNECIION
IN
JOHN D. ROOKHF'ELLER W1141. DISCOVERY
At Metropolis the John
Holland
WITH CASE OF P. H STRAWHUN
GIVE TO CHINA.
team was defeated by the score of 11
to 0, The Paducah boys did
not
seeni to have ginger, where the 1111Carter Helm Jones, of Louisville. Missing .Otlicer of Mine Workers
1101Et lads had everything.
Took Between $11,000 and
Announces Princely Gift to
The score:
$3,000.
Foreign Missions.
R H E
Hollands
0 1 12
Metropolis Blues
11 8 0
Batteries—Dicke, aVottldridge and
Muiphysboro, April 22.— On our
22 --Rev.
Louisville, Ky., April
Luttrell; Dye and Doyle.
Dr. Carter Helme Janes, pastor of return to this city this evening we
the Broadway Baptist church, a close made inquiry at the bank as to the
Big League Gamete
friend
of John D. Rockefeller. an- state of P. H. Strawhun's accounts
Tillman on the Duel. , .
pered: '131teld tirreatens to kick me
and find that he drew $1:500 out of
nounced during a mission sermon to"The duel,- said Senator Tillman the next time he gees me in compothe City National bank of MurphysAMERICAN LEAGUE,
by
princely
10
ft
for
a
that
plans
day
st a dinner in Washington. "is a ay. If he shou:d come in here now
bora, on Friday, April 19, just bethe millionaire are practically comthing I abhor. I believe, though, in what would you, advise me to do?"
fore leaving for Cairo, and shortly
R H E plete.
mananess and pluck. and I hope the 'Sit down' was the reply."
•
after he had deposited checks amounChicago
1 3 2
time will never. come when a conver"1 can say to you, not for publicating to $350. It was money belongSt.
Louis
2
9
14
sation such as was recently overheard
great
tion," said Dr. Jones, "that the
The way some men live they eve
ing
to the United Mine Workers' unBatteries--White. Smith and Sul- eat friend of the Baptist church has
in a New York club will be typical of dentiy forget that they cannot hire
ion of which be was an officer. We
American chivalry. A New York club- i an attorney to represent them on the livan; Howell and Stephens.
about completed arrangements for a
had audited his books before going
man approached a friend and whie- ' Judgment Day.
gift of $ac000.aoe for the education to Cairo
to inquire into his disappearof Chinese.NATIONAL LEAGUE.
ance and found them ad right, but
When questioned after the sermon had not inquired at the bank
R H E
to
Cincinnati
3 8 2 Rev. Jones refused to give details.
learn if the money called for by the
Chkago
-5 8 1
books was on deposit there. We have
Batteries--Miniban, Coakley and
Just Two Daughters.
reason to -believe that he is from $2,Scblel; Overall and Kling. ,
Bailie Craig. the magisterial au- 000 to $3,000 short in his accounts
R H E thority of a small town in Scotland, with the Miners' union and that he
St. Louis
5 13 4 had six :stout sons. with whom he has run away.
Pittsburg
6 8 2 loved to parade the market place,
The foregoing somewhat startling
Batteries — Brown and Noonan; says Dr. Kerr in his "Memoirs." message was received last night by
Phillippi, Liefield and Phelps.
They furnished him the basis of a The Bulletin from Sheriff Patchett,of
mathematical joke.
Murphysboro.
Proved lies,
"A fine family you have," strangReturnable
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
Other interesting facts were disby the
Louisville
3 ers would often say "Is this the covered. His grip was found in his
if not
Railroads
whole of it?"
Minneapolis
room at the Planters hotel, but there
1
.;atiteti-.7tory
"No, Indeed,' the Bailie would're- was
little or nothing of value in it,
"I have two sisters at home for nor was there anything of value in
Columbus
o 10 PlY•
each and every one of them."
St. Paul
the pockets of the clothing found on
0
"What!" the visitor would exclaim,
the trestle, the watch and money berapidly counting the eons. "Twelve
Toledo
ing gone.
15
These claims are not mere paper talk. Not exaggerated adverdaughters!"
Milaaukee
While the developments of last
3
icing statements, but service we Absolutely Guarantee The Bohn
"No, indeed! Jest two!"
night, at the Murphysboro bank clearto perform.
ly establish a crime and see mto jusSATURDAY'S RESULTS.'
One food will not taint another. For example celery or musk
11181b8Cr1bP for The Sun.
tify the conclusion that he left that
melon will not contaminate milk or butter.city with the intention to escape
American League.
Milk, the most periehable food, wilt- remain fresh and whopunishment, there is still no cerChicago, 7; St. Louis, I.
some in a Bohn 72 hours or mere.
tainty
as to what became of the man.
Cleveland,
Detroit,
4:
1,
The food compartment is larger than in any other similar
will now be
first conclusion
The
Philadelphia, 6: Waebingtore
priced refrigerator, size for size.
that he ran -away and left his clothNew
York, 5; Boston, 1
The air circulation ean be iketually proved by holding a lightlug where it was found to create the
errmatch at the bottom of the food compartment where toe cur\stimuli League.
Impression that -ne had drowned
ent starts.
Pittsburg. 1: Chicago,
.
been foully dealt
hitt:Itself or had
The interior Is perfectly dry as may be proved
by storing
Roston, 2; New York, 13.
with.
matches in the food -section any length of time, after which they
Brooklyn, 0; Philadelphia..?
. strike leadily.St. Louis, 2; Cincinnati, 1.
KELLOCK 14 CALM.
_
•
e.
American tifoito•kitt
t .
Columbus. 4; Milwaukee, 3.
Has Nothing to Ray and Is Model
...._
I
Indianapolis, 4: Minneapolis,
-- - ---....
Prisoner,
• ,
•
Toledo, 7: St. Paul 5.
Nine prisoners were taken to Ed" 4 1
!. e;
Louisville, 7; Kansas City, L.
dyville today at noon by Sheriff John

This fells the Tale.
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Did He Kiss Her?
A few nights ago a Denver university bay took his best gini, a young
woman who lives out' on the East
Side, to a theater. During the evening she complained of not feeling
well and they left before the show
was over. He took her home, and
when they said good night the girl
was pretty sick. Next day it turned
out that she had diphtheria. Then
the oung man began to wonder if
he was booked for a siege with the
disease, too. He called on a physician he knew to ask aut it.
The physician heard the young
man's tale. "Well," said he at tht

'
K. e,'"?.
4 a.t..—
,.
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Hee lipied'a Colored Team.
Ben Bove, for several years manager of the Padneah colored baseball
team, is organizing a team this season and will challenge the strong
Memphis "Giants." fkod made a
reputation with his team two seasons
ago. Following are a few of the
members already 4 selected:
noule
Thomas George Brown, Ben. Gower
and Frank Boyd. sons of the manager; Retard Flournoy an,! Wallace Bryant, the latter captain.
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ShrsAysirs ose es-

The temperature Is ten degrees lower than others and with the
same or less 1117101111t of ice.
The enamel or °pante lining Is as *Nally cleaned as a piece: of
china.What (10M your refrigerator do? Do not jeopardize health by
being without a Bohn! Now on sale.
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Sun Job Rooms
NM 35841

Does all kinds of printing
0:11>e.

ODD FELLOWS PREPARE
TO IMPROVE RUILDINtl
With the appointment
of Peter
Ileckenbach and R. L. Connor by Ingleside lodge, the committee, to arrange for remodeling school property purchased by Odd Fellows from
the city's school board at rittii and
Kentucky avenue. 18 CIIIM.plete, and
Saturday was temporarily organized.
14 will meet again Sunday -end doubt1111Ia arrange with an architect to,
draw plans
—Even if you are only "thinking"
of mos hut. heefn to watch the want
ads.

We have the men who know
how to do yonr wotk just as
It should he done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you jest what you want.
Let us figure with you the
next time you need any printing—probably we can save
you sonic money. We know
we can give von satisfactory
work, and give it to you
promptly.

I

Charles
Ogilvie and his deputies.
Kellock, the safe blower, was the
coolest in the lot. He never once
tried t ito cause trouble aroi Jailer
Eaker states he was * model prisonKernel: read
er in every respect.
most of 'the time In jail. having few
prisoners. Those
words for other
Anderson,
Cieero
left behind are
who got 2 years and is waiting for
the court of appeals to net. on a momantion fora new trial In
a
slaughter ease: Bob Greer, colored.
who has three months yet to nerve
for petle larceny, and Rosa Wert,
colored, who got 8 years for robbery

•The young man was quiet a moment. Then he said: "Doctor, 1'1n
much obliged. If that's the case I
am not In danger."
The young nian went out. A minute later let stuck his head in the
door. "Seto, Doc," he said, :poshIheria don't go very hard with strong,
heallthy young men, does it?"—Denver Post.'
Jr is a whqle lot harder to live for
a faith than it is to die for one.

CHOICE
ACRE HOMES
•
Pricer from

$250 to

411

for large roomy home sites, one

acre and more in each piece, fronting on 100 foot graded avenue, some of them on 00 foot graveled street, ternis

pay-

ment 1-3 each, balance One slid two years' time.

Located on Pines road between Thomas Boswell and

Lloyd

Boswell lands. The 100 foot avenue these offers on, is to be
extended through Gregory Height lands, and only about two
blocks from these lands to Electric railroad through Gregory
Heights lands.

/

You Usuaq

Want it at Once

conclusion of it, "I think your chances
to catch the dlaease depend on how
you said good night to the
young
:ady."

Am selling home sites here by the acre at lower prier than
ordinary 30 foot lots will be selling across P111011 road In Gregory Heights tract in few weeks. Very beet residence location
In reach of Paducah and where will be the Ugh grade realdence ssectione of future. Get bargains now by the acre and
have plenty room,

See Plat and Look
at Land Before Choice
Selections Are All Gone

"Do you," asked
the preacher,
"ItIve your neighbor as yourself?"
"No. She 18 a pretty widow and nn.
wife won't let
me."—Boeton Record.
Sabbath School Teacher
What.
does the parable Of the prodigal son
teach tie?
Bobby grhicitnetk— Not to be fatted calves. ma'am.—Puck.
A good policeman will do more to
keep a community righteous than 10
moralists.

W. M. JANES
Trueheart Building
Old Phone 997-r

